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Knights defeat MT, prepare for season finale
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Crowning Mr..UCF: millennium style
SHELLEY WILSON

•
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STAFF WRITER

People packed the UCF Student
Resource Center Auditorium Nov. 9 to
watch 10 UCF students strut their stuff in
the hopes of winning the title of "Mr. UCF,
.
2000."
Knightro served as the 11th candidate.
For the first time ever, beac];iwear was
one of the categories in the show.
Most candidates just wore a tank top
with shorts.
After the candidates did the catwalk in
their beach gear, they each displayed their
own individualism in talent.
Some of that talent included Joe
Hilton singing Garth Brooks' "It's Your
Song" and Matt DiPietro playing the piano
while singing 'N Sync's "God Must've
Spent A Little More Time On You," and
Brett Aligood singing "Twist N' Shout."
The formal weat competition, combined with the interview portion, was last.
There were two questions asked to
each candidate: what would they change
about UCF, and what would they say about
UCF to someone who knows nothing
about it.
Finally, after all of the competition,
the five judges cast their votes.
.
The beach wear counted 15 percent of
the total score, the talent portion counted
for 30, the formal wear counted 15, and the
interview counted 40.
Second runner-up went to Kyle

Mattingly, sponsored by Delta Tau Delta.
First runner-up was Chris Riehl, sponsored by Pi Kappa_Phi, and the ."Man of
the Millennium" went to John Santo, s:1onsored by Locos in the Student Union.
Yurief Rodriguez, "Mr. UCF, 1999/'
gave the title and some advice to Santo.
"Take every opportunity you can this
year," Rodriguez said. "You're invited to
so many. different things and you get to
meet so many great people. Take the time
to meet those people and enjoy every
minute of it."
Santo said he was shocked to hear his
name announced.
"At first, I didn't expect it," Santo
said. "I thought the hostess was saying
contestants instead of contestant six. I didn't know what to expect when they called
my name. I couldn't believe ~t."
Santo, who displayed his artwork
through PowerPoint during the talent competition, said he chose to display his artwork because it expresses himself without
having to say any words.
The
problems
with
the
PowerPoint program didn't affect his
··showcase.
"I think that's one of those things that
you have to be able to adapt to," Santo
said. "I kind of took it for what it was. I
knew that people out there knew it wasn't
my fault and I didn't really have any control of it."
Riehl, who was also shocked to hear
his name, said there was some tough com-

High profile home games tip
off UCF basketball season
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

An extra student section has
been cleared off in preparation for
Friday night's UCF basketball
doubleheader and the 1999-2000
season.
Take the hint.
The Golden Knights will welcome a pair of high profile rivals
to open the season, with the
women encountering South
Florida and the men facing No. 24
Miami, setting the stage for an
exciting evening of hoops-provided a solid fan base shows up to
enjoy it.
"We desperately need the students out here. I think the element
missing to make the Dungeon a
really difficult place to play is that
we need to bounce around and act
crazy," Men's basketball coach
Kirk Speraw said. "We need them
to come out and scream and yell
and start developing a sense of
school spirit."
UCF will has its work cut out
for it in planning to upset two of
the country's larger programs.

DQ Stewart prepares to lead UCF
against Miami.
.Miami and South Florida play in
the Big East and Conference
USA, respectively, and have
begun to draw larger crowds to its
games because of the prosperity
surrounding its programs the past
few years. .
The Golden Knights hope to

FANS, Page 27.

John Santo is
greeted on stage
by Kristin Cimock,
Miss Orlando
1999, after being
named the "Man of
the Millennium."
Eleven candidates
competed for the
title at the Mr. UCF
pageant on Nov. 9.

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

petition at the event.
"Everybody did such a great job and
anybo_dy could've won," he said.
The Spectacular Knights Committee
of the Campus Activities Board (CAB)
presented the event.
.
Miss Orlando 1999, Kristin Cimock,
and Big Man on Campus, Brian Mclver,

hosted the event.
Mclver said he was pleased at how the
event went.
"It was a very exciting event and after
all the deliberation we had, the show came
off and it was a great success," he said.
"We're glad the audience was happy about
it."

How to avoid becoming a statistic
NICOLE KING
NEWS EDITOR

According to the FBI's annual Uniform Crime Report, a robbery occurs every 59 seconds, a
violent crime, every 19 seconds
and a property crime, every 3 seconds.·
There are very few people
who have not been the victim of
some type of crime. However,
there are tips, if followed, that
will prevent you from becoming
a victim.
During the holiday season,
extra precautions should be taken
when visiting malls and shopping
centers. Sgt. Tom Gorbas, director of UCF's Crime Prevention
Unit, recommends using the
buddy system.
"Go. shopping only during

daylight hours and only with
friends," Gorbas said. "Try to be Safety while Partying
more aware of your environment
If you are going to a club,
and don't flaunt jewelry or Gorbas said one of the most
money. I also recommend taking important tips is to be careful
the least amount of cash as you · where you park. "Of course, you
can."
will probably go out at night," he
Gorbas said shoppers are at said. "But be aware of the surtheir most vulnerable when they rounding11 and go in a group that
are returning to their cars. He rec- way you can keep an eye on each
ommends putting packages in the other ttiroughout the night."
trunk, out of view.
Gorbas also said to make sure
"Just throwing a blanket over your group has a designated drithe bags doesn't quite .hack it. ver.
Criminals know there is someKim Williams, victim advothing valuable underneath it and cate for UCF's Victim Services
th~y are always looking for cars
Unit, advises that once inside the
full of packages."
party or club, to never leave a
Gorbas said if you are drink unattended. "Watch the
approached by a thief, "Whatever bartender make the drink or buy
the criminal wants, give it tc, him.
Your life is not worth a few preAWARENESS, Page 5
sents."
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Journalism department
replaces grammar test
with new requirements
ADAM SHJV!ER
5'/'MI WRITER

Soon to be journalism
may have a new reason to
be excited. The grammar proficiency test that has been required
of journalism students is a thing
of the pa5t.
Student<; will now be able to
meet this prerequisite by passing
their Composition I and 11 classes with a grade of B or above.
The new requirements arc
effective immediately for journafi..,m major<;. A school committee rcccntl y came to the decision
to change the requirement.
··we've been talking about it
for a couple years," Tim
O'Kccfc, head of the school of
communications, said. "We
found that the test wasn't a good
indicator of a student's writing
ability. Some students who were
passing Comp I and II with B's or
better were not passing the grammar proficiency test. We also felt
the testing center had begun
charging too much to take the
test."
"I wish they would have
maJOf~

done that a long time ago;·
Journalif)m
major
Amy
Nordquist, said. "I missed it [the
grammar test) by like two points
and had to take the special
English course."
"I haven't taken the grammar test yet," Nicole Doucette, a
public relations major and journalism mmor, said. 'Tm so
happy. It saves me from paying

the $15."
''I am all

i~ favor of the new
requirement· O"Keefe said. "We
haven't been happy with it and
have been searching for a way
around it. Other schools have
gone back to this way of doing
things already and we thought it
was a good idea."
Those needing to take the
test due to inadequate grades in
their Compo<;ition classes can
make an appointment with the
Testing and Counseling Center at

PHOTO B\" BRE'.'iT JORDA'\

freshman Survival Kits
Members of Campus Crusade hand out Freshman Survival Kits outside of the Student Union. The dub gave
out kits containing a yo·yo, CD, video and Bible to more than 600 freshman on Nov. S.
"It was crazy, we couldn't give them away fast enough," Jorge Pagan said. "People seemed to enjoy
them a lot, we were happy to give them away. What was inside the bags was real and relevant for UCF
students." Those who received the kits and wish to receive more information may contact the organization
al crusade@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu or visit their website at www.waymore.org.

823-5109.
The exams are given twice a
week: Wednesdays at 1:30 p.m.
and Thursdays at 9:00 a.m. Those
who fail the test have an option of
taking the specialized English
course.

AT AlAFAYA CLUB

DON'T WAIT!
Lease Now while the
Best Apartments
are Available!

LUXURY STUDENT LMNG AT ITS FINEST!

Furnished I Unfurnished Apartments With The Works!
.;

·Individual 3 and 4 Bedroom Leases Available
Rental Rates include Utilities*, Cable w/ HBO, Free Local ?hone
Every Suite Offers:

Our Community Features:

• Private Baths
• Walk-in Closets
• Individual Phone Lines
• Local Phone Service
• Additional Phone Lines
for Internet Access
• Ceiling Fans
• Full-Size Washer/Dryer
•Microwave
• All Appliances
•And Much, Much More!

• Convenient Location
(less than one mile .from UCF)

• Gated Community
• Picturesque Boardwalk:
• State-Of-The-Art Fitness Facility
(with Freeweights)

• Volleyball Courts
• Sports Courts
• Swimming Pool With
Designer Deck

COJ..QNIAL 1>~1.lit:,

College Suites
3100 Alafaya Club Drive • Orlando, Florida 32817

*except long distance

Toll Free: (877) 482-9990 Local: (407) 482-9990
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At Convergys Corporation, Customer
Management Group, a leading provider of
outsourced billing and customer service
management solutions, you can turn opportunity into a career with proven results.
To become a valued
member of our growing company,
call our Career line at
407~667-5100,

•

fax resume to 407-667-5024,
or e-mail to: tssrecruiter@convergys.com
Walk-ins are accepted only on
Monday and Wednesday, 8am-7pm
Tuesday and Thursday, 8am-5pni

•

2301 Maitla_nd Center Pkwy.
Building 200, 4th Floor South

Maitland, Florida 32751
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•
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Holiday Toy Drive
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CONVERGYS.
.....

Responsibilities:
Provide teth support on behalf of a leading

The UCF Police Department and Student Alumni
Association will be collecting unwrapped toys for the Holiday
Toy drive through Dec. 8. All toys will be donated to the XL
106.7 Baby DJ Fund.
Toys can be dropped off at the following locations: UCF
Police Department, Student. Alumni Association Office
(Administration 340) or the Student Union (box near the information desk) .
. Departments can make arrangements to have toys picked up
by calling Officer Smith at 823-6185. For more information call
823-3453 or 823-6185.

PC manufacturer.
Requirements:
.
• Knowledge of PC hardware (video cards, modems,
CD ROMS, etc.)
• Knowledge of Win95/98
• High school diploma/GED
Desktop application knowledge helpful

A+ and MCSE
CERTIFICATION AVAILABLE! .

Other Benefits:
• Competitive benefits package
.(for 30+ hrs/wk)
• Shift differential (for nights/weekends)
Business-casual environment
• Advancement opportunities
· • Paid vacation
Tuition reimbursement

The Giving Tree
The 2nd Annual UCF Bookstore Giving Tree will continue
through Dec. 16. Those who select. a gift card from the tree will
receive 10 percent off of "Giving tree" purchases. All books will
be donated to Toys for Tots. Call 823-3665 for more information.

Miss UCF auditions postponed
The Miss UCF auditions scheduled for Nov. 17 have been
postponed. The time and place for the auditions have not yet been
decided.

Registration

.J

Early registration for spring 2000 will continue through Dec.
3. Register on-line with POLARIS at https://polaris.ucf.edu.
Register by telephone using TouchTone at 407-823-2527 or
toll free at 877-823-2527. For assistance, call the Registrar's
Office at 407-823-3533 .

10-digit dialling

•

•
•

•

All UCF telephone users must dial the area code and the
seven-digit number for all local and local extended calls. This
new dialing took effect on Nov. 8:
Research Park departments, which are not on UCF's telephone system, and those calling UCF from off-campus have the
option of dialing seven or ten digits until Dec. 1.
. Effective Dec. 1, all focal calls in Central Florida, excluding
Brevard County, will require 10 digits.
Those accessing UCF terminal servers from off-campus must
dial 407-235-4201, 407-235-4220, 407-245-4200, and 407-2754220.
For further information on the new dialing plan, call
Telecommunications at 823-~200 .
- compiled from staff.reports

•

•

Business fraternity to
honor College of
Business at breakfast
LORI RITTERSTEIN

•
•
•
•

•

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Alpha Kappa Psi, professional business fraternity, Nu
Chi Chapter, will hold its third
Faculty Breakfast from 8:3010:30 a.m., Nov. 22 and Nov.
23.
The breakfast is held to
recognize the College of
Business' faculty and staff for
their hard work and dedication.
A faculty member will be honored for demonstrating exemplary skills in teaching,
research and/or involvement in
the university. Alp~a Kappa Psi
will also be collecting toys for
"Toys for Tots."
"We hope that this joint
event will not only let the faculty and staff know that they

are appreciated, b~t it will also
let them, as well as members of
the UCF community, know
that we also give back to the
Orlando community," Public
Relations
Chair
Sabrina
Vreuls, said.
Dr. William Callarman,
Nu Chi faculty advisor, said
the
upcoming
Faculty
Breakfast is one way the fraternity is giving back to the
University.
"It's a way to show their
appreciation for what the
University is doing for them,"
Callarman said.
Alpha Kappa Psi is the
nation's oldest professional
business fraternity.
Nu Chi chapter is made up
of a diverse group of students
ages 17-45.

•
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Awareness of surroundings a major part of crime prevelltion
FROM PAGE
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it in a bottle," she said. "And
never accept an open drink from
someone you don't trust.
"Keep your eye on it
whether the drink is alcoholic or
not. There is always a danger of
someone slipping a drug into it."
Williams said the most common
drugs
used are Gamma
Hydroxybutyrate (GHB), a
depressant of the central nervous system, and rohypnol, a
prescription sleeping medication that it illegal in the United
States. "But any other sedative,
like Valium, works the same
way," she said.
Williams and Gorbas both
advised to never drink out of an
open punch bowl.
Gorbas said, "When there
are a lot of people coming in
and out, anyone could drop
something into the punch bowl.
Even snacks are at risk. I heard
of a case once where someone
put LSD on potato chips. It
could have killed anyone at that
party."
Williams said the best
defense is a good offense.
"Stick to the original plan,"
she said. "Figure out before
hand who is going home with
whom and stay with that plan.
Also, watch your friends and
look out for warning signs that
someone has been drugged."

Williams said the signs
include:
•Disproportionately
"drunk," a person has only had
one beer but acts like they have
downed a whole keg.
•Unexplained drowsiness.
•Unconsciousness.
• Poor motor coordination.
• Impaired judgment.
• Loss of inhibition.
•Dizziness.
• Confusion.
• Impaired memory.
•Uncharacteristic behavior.
If someone has been
drugged, seek medical help as
soon as possible.

Safety while Driving
Many people have a false
sense of security that they and
their cars will be protected.
"What they don't realize is that
thieves don't just go after your
car, they go after you too,"
Gorbas said.
"There aren't any special
tricks to protect yourself while
you are driving," he said. "The
only thing you can really ·do is
be aware of your surroundings
and don't drive alone:, especially
through typically dangerous
areas."
Williams -Said she has been
advised to leave enough room
between her car and the car in
front of her in case she sees
someone approaching from

behind or from the side, "I
would have enough room to
jump a curb and drive off. I
always think about keeping an
open route of escape."
Gorbas said if you feel like
you are being followed, never
head home. Drive to a brightly
lit area and try to seek help.
Write down the tag number of
the suspicious car and report the
incident immediately to the
police. He also advises keeping
a cell phone in your car if only
for emergency purposes.
If your car does break
down, Gorbas said to stay in the
car unless you are in a heavy
traffic area. "That is a personal
decision, if you feel safer out of
the car, ge~ out," he said.
"Otherwise, get out to pop the
hood and then get back in. And
don't forget to put your flashers
on to alert someone."
Gorbas said if someone
approaches the car, roll down
the window about an inch and
tell them to call the police, but
don't get out.

Safety while on Campus
Most major college campuses offer some type of student
escort service. At UCF, the
Student Escort Patrol Service
operates
Sunday
(SEPS)
through Thursday from 7 p.m.
to 12:30 a.m. Four to five
escorts a night accompany stu-

dents to their vehicles or to their
residences on campus either by,
walking them or with a golf
cart.
"A lot of people use the ser"ice as a shuttle service just to
avoid the weather, and that's
fine,'' Gorbas said. "But even if
it's a walking escort, it is still a
safe escort."
Gorbas said that UCF's
Chief of Police, Richard
Turkiewicz, mandates that anyone who feels unsafe during any
time can request an escort by a
UCF officer. SEPS can be
reached at 823-2424 and the
UCF Police Department at 823-

5555.
Gorbas said one of the most
common problems at UCF is
theft. He said students often
leave bookbags and purses unattended. "Don't ever leave your
possessions alone," he said.
"Take your wallet out of your
bag and take it with you. Also,
engrave your bike with your driver's license number and lock it
up by both the wheels and the
frame."
Gorbas said the key to all
crime prevention is staying
aware of your surroundings and
using common sense. "Make
yourself as small of a target as
possible," he said. "Thieves are
looking for easy targets. If you
know the skills to staying safe,
you can prevent becoming the

----------- ---
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Janie Mac's
College Night
Every Tuesday Night!!
• 1st KEG FREE!!!!!!!
• $1 drafts
• $2 bottles
• $2.50· well -drinks
• Ladies get in free until
midnight
• $3 21 + $5 under 21
• At the comer of Alafaya and 50

Suspicious activities that
should be noted:
• A car continually driving through
the parking lot.
• Loitering.
• A broken window or door to your
residence or place of business.
•A scream.
• Offers of merchandise at unusually
low prices.
•Fights.
• Someone with weapons.

• An injured person.
If there are suspicious individuals,
make a mental note of the person(s)
description, like their weight,
heighr, clothing, age and race.

Safety while walking and
jogging:
• Don'twalk or jog alone.
• Stay on well-traveled and well-lit
paths. Stay out of isolated areas .
•Walk confidently and always have
a destination.
•Don't walk or jog with headphones
on as this reduces your hearing iibility and observation skills.
• Be alert to potentially dangerous
situations and change directions. if
you see one.
• If you feel threatened, locate a
phone, cross the street or enter a
place of business.
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Sex

&
Health

679-5144
Complete Line Of
Fresh: Silks, Plants,
Flowers

:a·
··.ffiF.:
.,,. CASCADES

Fax: 679-6787
15 % Discount to
All Students &
Faculty with l.D.

"A Full Service Florist"
TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

Wire Service or
Delivery available
over phone with
Major Credit Card
"San1e Day Deli.very''

1345 Howell Branch Road

Winter Park. FL 32789
407-629-0050

· I0069 University Blvd
Orlando, FL 32817
407-679-5144

(on the corner of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza)
www.allinbloom.com delivery &rvice excludes discount

wire service excludes discount

Cold sores can be prevented
by using sunscreen on lips
Q: Is there anything I can
do to prevent cold sores?
Sometimes I get- them on my
lips.

A: Cold sores (or fever
blisters) are caused by the herpes simplex virus that is carried by many people. An outbreak can be induced by stress
and sun exposure. Using sunscreen on your face and a lip
balm with SPF 15 -or higher
can help prevent a sun-triggered flare-up.
Prescription antibiotics
(Valtrex or Zovirax) can prevent blisters from forming if
you start treatment at the first
sign of a cold sore and continue the medicine for a week.
Q:

Are breast implants

safe?
A: The number of women
who have undergone _ breast
augmentation has risen almost
300 percent since 1992. Breast
implants now rank second in
popularity only to liposuction.
The current medical consensus is that breast implants
are safe. Last December, a federal court-appointed panel of
experts concluded that there
was no existing evidence linking implants to cancer or
immune disorder_s such as
lupus or rheumatoid arthritis.
In
addition,
today's
implants are filled with sterile
saline, which in case of leak-

age can be safely absorbed by
your body. Unfortunately,
since saline lacks the density
of silicone gel, it's more likely
to fall to the bottom of the
implant which causes visible
rippling, and has a less natural
feel to it.
One of the risks that
implants impose are that they
block X-rays, making it more
difficult to spot breast tumors
during mammograms. The
implant itself reduces the accuracy of breast self-exam as
well. Some women develop
"capsular contractures," a
tightening of scar tissue
around the implant that distorts
the breast and can require
surgery. There is also a risk of
permanent loss of sensation in
the nipple or areola.
Finally, saline implants
have a five to 10 year life span
before needing to be replaced.
The costs for implants
vary between
$3,000 to
$6,000, depending on where it
is inserted-under breast tissue or under the chest-wall
muscle.
Do you have any questions for the Nurse-Midwives?
Send them to:
Dr. Clyde Climer
c/o: Sex & Health
Column
521 W. State Rd 434 Suite

204
Longwood, FL 32750

Paid positions
availab·l e with
the Future
• Assistant News
Editor
• News Layout
Editor
• Sports Layout
Editor
For more details visit
www.UCFfuture.com

We service to
ALL parts of
the country

·Your best
friend is
here

•

Your long distance bill
is out of this world. ·
E-mail ts ok and ICQ
is old news.
Paltalk is the instant
messenger that talks.
For free worldwide
long distance calls,
ifs Paltalk.com.

Just in case
the rock star thing
doesn't work out.
Kaplan gets you in.
College Law School Business School Graduate School Medical School ·

For over 60 years, Kaplan has been helping stude-nts gei into the schools
of their choice. Whether you're facing tr1e SAT, LSAT, GMAT, GRE 1 MCAT or
TOEFL:', take Kaplan and get the score you need to get Into the schools you -want.

For information or to enrol I in a class near you,
call 1--800-KAP·TEST or visit us online .at kaptest.com.

KAPLAN
1·BOO·KAP·TEST
kaptest.com AOL keyword: kaplan

~
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Asaxophonist
-from the band
Grape KoolAid
performs at
Thursday
Knight Jive on
Nov. 4. The
monthly event,
sponsored by
CAB, featured
student poets
and musicians.

•

•
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•
•
•
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Etiquette dinner to help
the 'formally' challenged
LISA CERICOLA
STAFF WRITER

So you're out for a-night of
fine dining with your significant
other... and his or her parents.
Between keeping the conversation afloat and not spilling
food in your lap, you have other
things to worry about, like
which fork to use when your
first course arrives.
The
Consultants
for
Effective Leaders organization
will try to take the stress out the
formal dinner setting at its
annual Etiquette Dinner at 6:30
p.m., Nov. 19.

The four-course dinner will
be held at Disney's Boardwalk
Hotel and the cost is $15 for stl.1dents, and $38 for non-students.
Semi-formal dress is required
for participants.
"It's a really great deal,"
said CEL Student Director
Dawn Meyers. "It's a beautifully executed event, and very
inexpensive because Student
Government covers a lot of the
expenses."
Etiquette expert Gayle
Beatty will lead the meal and
explain proper dining behavior
and conversation skills.
Beatty, a Disney employee,

has received etiquette training
from the White House, and
has conducted the CEL' s etiquette dinner in previous
years.
"Lots of important meetings are conducted over lunch
and dinner, but no one ever
teaches you how to act in those
situations. Plus it's a lot of fun.
This isn't something that college students do on a regular
basis," said Meyers.
Dinner will be followed by
a ballroom dancing lesson.
Seating is limited. Those interested can RSVP in the Student
Union, Room 208.
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CongratulatiQns. All the cramming, insorilnlP. a,nd junk food bre.~kfasts have paid ,off. You 1re in college now - and soon, you'll be facing questions
about your life. J,..i,ke what to do wtth the re.st of it. One thing Js fot sure, U yqu're a 'student of color, With an INROADS inte'.rnship you could
have a seriou~job every summer whifo you're stiH in s.chool - making contacts and gaining experie.~ce in your chosen field of study•
Hey, it won't be easy, .but then agaio you wantect.it easy, yQu wouldn 1t be reading this .right now.

web

site_www.i.nroadsinc.:org

For more information contact Ms. Tawana D. Wilson
l't

•

•

407-895-0006 I TDWilson@inroadsinc.com

You got this far. Now go farther.

'~

INROADS.

Bush orders end of
race in admission to
Florida universities
TREY CSAR
INDEPENDENT FLORIDA
ALLIGATOR

Gov. Jeb Bush issued an
executive order Tuesday that
will take the first steps in eliminating racial preference in college admissions.
Bush's "One Florida
Initiative" also includes programs designed to bolster
Florida's K-12 education system and increase the number of
minorities enrolled at public
universities.
"We can increase opportunity and diversity in the state's
universities and in state contracting without using policies
that discriminate or that pit one
• racial group against another,"
Bush said Tuesday.
The plan calls for the elimination of race as a factor jn
admissions decisions. Race is
one of many factors currently
used . in "alternative admissions" in the State University
System. Other factors include
athletic ability, income level
and geographical location.
Last year, more than 3,200
students, or 11 percent of the
incoming freshman class, were
alternatively admitted to SUS
institutions.
By continuing to use those
other factors and not race,
Bush said diversity can be
achieved. He also called for an
additional $20 million in rieedbased scholarship aid.
The initiative comes as
California
Regent
Ward
Connerly is pushing an antiaffirmative action campaign
similar to the Proposition 209
campaign he waged in
California.
Kevin
Nguy en,
a
spokesman for the American
Civil Rigl;lts Coalition, said his
group still is considering
whether it would propose antiaffirmative action in 2000.
"From a political standpoint, we have to determine
whether we feel it worth the
investment to continue with
our initia.:ive," Nguyen said.
State Rep. Chris Smith, DFort Lauderdale, said he
expects Connerly and the
ACRC to pull out of Florida
· after Bush's announcement.
"(Connerly) is looking for
a way to save face," Smith said,
adding Bush's plan is a "step in
the right direction."
Bush's plan also includes
a provision
called
the
"Talented 20 Percent." Thatproposal will guarantee admissions to one of the 10 SUS universities for anyone in the top
20 percent of each graduating
public high school class.
That top 20 percent also
would be admitted without
regard to scores on the ACT or
SAT standardized tests, which
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the governor's office said are
biased against minorities.
"By casting this brqad net,
students attending low performing schools or schools
with heavy minority enrollment will see their chances for
admission iµiprove," Bush says
in the plan.
Student Body President
Brent Gordon said the Talented
20 program was "premature,"
as it allows entrance to the SUS
to some who may not be prepared for the level of work.
"Universities are more
closely aligned in performance
than high schools. If you don't
have a balanced K-12 system,
it spills over to the universities," Gordon said. "You're setting yourself up for disaster
with some of these statistics."
According to Bush's plan,
1,600 of the 22,000 students in
the top 20 percent of their high
school classes "likely do not
meet the current SUS admissions criteria." Of those, 75
percent are minorities and half
attend low-performing schools.
Kevin Mayeux, Florida
Student Association executive
director, said improving the K12 education system is critical
if the Talented 20 program is to
succeed.
"We have to give people
access to public higher education. They may not get into the
University of Florida, but
there's nine other great universities in the system," Mayeux
said. "(Bush is) trying to work
with the K-12 program to make
sure they're prepared for college when they hit college."
Smith, however, said he is
unsure about how the program
will work in practice.
Bush's
proposals
to
improve grade school education revolve around the A+
Plan for Education that he and
Lt. Gov. Frank Brogan introduced earlier this year. The A+
plan grades schools on an "A to
F" scale.
Mu9h of the One Florida
lnitiative deals with improving
the level of education at
schools that received a D or F
rating.
Paying for every high
school sophomore to take the
Preliminary
Scholastic
Aptitude Exam, at a cost of
$1. 6 million, increasing the
availability
of Advanced
Placement classes at low per,.
forming schools and the development of the Florida Online
High School are key propositions in the overall initiative.
Four times as many students in A and B rated schools
take the PSAT than at D and F
rated schools, the initiative
says. High school juniors usually take the PSAT as practice
for the Scholastic Aptitude
Test.
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College bookstores sue Varsitybooks.com
RACHEL OSTERMAN
THE DARTMOUTH

In another lawsuit against
Internet retailers, the National
Association of College Stores is
suing Varsitybooks.com, accusing the on-line bookstore of false
and misleading advertising concerning textbook discounts.
The association, which represent.s about 3,000 stores around
the country, including the
Dartmouth
Bookstore
and
Wheelock Books, is claiming that
while Varsitybooks.com advertises textbooks at up to 40 percent
off of "suggested list prices,"
only a small percentage of their
books come at that price.
Ac('ording to the association,
in the tt..<.tbook industry, where
publishers sell their books to college stores and offer only a suggested student price, there is no
such thing as a universal retail
price.
Instead, college stores sell
textbooks at a markup price of
their choosing .
The association "has brought

the case to lower the playing and they do a very professional
field," said Reed Freeman, an job."
Dartmouth
Both
the
attorney at the Aren't Fox law
firm in Washington D.C., which Bookstore and Wheelock Books
is representing the National said that they support the case
Association in its case.
against Varsitybooks.com.
The case, which is being
"They're telling students that
filed in a federal court in bookstores like the Dartmouth
Washington D.C., should be set- Bookstore are overcharging,
tled before this January, the next which just isn't true," said Dave
major book-buying season.
Cioffi, the general manager of the
"I think that [the association] Dartmouth Bookstore.
"If you're a Dartmouth
has an excellent chance because
students are being misled regard- Bookstore member and you take
ing the number and percentage of away the postage, the prices are
· books that come at the discount," basically the same. And because
students here change courses so
~aid Freeman.
"In this case, the false and much and the term is so short, it
deceptive claims reach every sin- seems to me that students are at a
gle college student in the country real disadvantage if they use
[Varsitybooks.com]," he said.
by being on the Internet."
But the vice president of
Cioffi said of the impact
Varsitybooks.com, Jon Kaplan, Varsitybooks.com has had on his
said that such claims are "com- store's Qusiness: "Anytime that
pletely without merit."
there's a competitor in your mar"We advertise at up to 40 ket, it's going to take a slice out
percent off," he said. ''Apd we get of your market. But it hasn't been
our suggested retail prices from a big slice."
our book distribut-0r [Baker & .
A.t Wheelock Books, Whit
Taylor] which is one of the Spaulding,
the bookstore's
largest distributors in the. country owner, said that the competition

generated from on-line retailers
has not affected his business.
"We haven't seen an effect
on our sales, our sales continue to
grow," he said.
While Wheelock Books
declined to release its average
markup rates, the .Dartmouth
Bookstore said that, excluding
foreign books, it usually charges
between 10 and 25 percent more
than the cost of each book,
depending on shipping fees.
case
between
This
Varsitybooks.com
and
the
National Association of College
Stores is the second in which a
major on-line bookseller has
found itself under litigation.
In 1997, Barnes & Noble
sued Amazon.com, accusing it of
false advertising when it claimed
to be the "world's largest bookstore" in promotional material.
Saying that ..they would
rather compete in the marketplace than in the courtroom," the
two companies settled the lawsuit
six months later and barnesandnoble.com was formed.
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Homecoming comes across as Greek only
BETH SHAW
STAFF WRITER

On Sunday morning as I awoke bright
and early for work, I reflected on the week
gone by-Homecoming week 1999. For
the most part, I had a great time. I got to
know my sorority sisters better and I felt
the excitement of being a part of UCF.
Unfortunately, a few things scarred the
weekend and left me feeling a bit
wretched.
Let me start by saying that I enjoy
being a part of the Greek system.
However, I will be the first to point out its
many flaws. Before I went through sorority recruitment my sophomore year, I often
laughed at Greek events and thought of
Greek life as a regression back into the
high school rumor mill. After joining, I

realized there was more to it than meets
the eye. I have gotten way more into what
goes on at UCF and I have met women
who I know will be my friends forever.
However, at Homecoming I nc.:>ticed
that many Greeks perceived Homecoming
as their week. Um, hello, that's what
Greek Week is for.
A lot of what occurs during the week
is Greek oriented due to the fact that
Greeks run 80 to 90 percent of Student
Government and CAB. This is not necessarily a bad thing, but it alienates many
independent students.
Homecoming
is
called
UCF
Homecoming,
not
ABC/XYZ
Homecoming. Homecoming week should
be a time when all UCF students get
together and show pride in our school.
Spirit splash, the movie, carnival, con-

cert and game are open to everyone, as are
skit night and the parade (even though they
are open to all organizations, Greeks
monopolize them).
At all of these events, I saw more
sorority/fraternity jerseys on Greeks than
UCF apparel. I don't understand this. I am
proud member of my chapter, but my education is what is going to get me somewhere. I will wear a jersey now and then,
but not when a major event is celebrating
UCF.
Another thing that bothered me were
the dirty looks and snide comments being
made about this sorority or that fraternity.
Homecoming was so competitive that it
took away a little bit of the fun.
Honestly, in a year, or in a month,
who is going to care who won? If it is that
important to win best skit or best float,

some of you have messed up your priorities.
Everyone works hard during the
Homecoming week and everyone wants to
win, but unfortunately, not everyone can. I
know many were upset because of the outcome of some of the events, but hey, there
is always next year.
Now you can say that I write all of
this because my chapter won-well we
didn't. Or you can say I write this because
my chapter is young and doesn't really
care-but we do.
However, I can seriously say that I
would feel this way regardless of my affiliation. These are some of the reasons why
the Greek system gets a bad name. Unless
Greeks can learn to take things a little less
seriously, stupid fights and corruption ,~·ill
continue to plague our campus.

Flirt your way to success with the opposite sex
ANDY LURIG
STAFF WRITER

This is part two of a two-part
series on flirting
STAGE 3: _Body Language
A smile goes farther than
you think. Same with humor. If
you're smiling, and she's smiling, it's much harder to mess up.
Unless you really wish to
emanate a hard core individual
(which may be who you are, so
go with it), smiles are chicken
soup for the soul.
Aggressive contact with her
on your first meeting is a BAD
THING. You are invading her
personal bubble, and since most
women do not trust men when
they first meet them anyway,
(unless they are incredibly attractive, charismatic or gay-which
usually includes the first two, to
the frustrations of many women)
it is .important not to invade their
space. Minor contact within the
context of conversation is fine,
but remember what you were
taught in kindergarten, "Always
stay between the lines."

-----·

-----

With future meetings, if you
manage to succeed in not getting
slapped, ignored, laughed at,
kneed or anything more painful
- a hug' may be the key. I am
personally a fan of hugs, and
women generally are too. It's a
good sign that she is comfortable
with you, and with you being that
close - Barn, you've got a foot
in the door.
STAGE 4: Progress
For the rest of your flirting
experience, remember a few
.important facts: Jealousy can be
dangerous and hurtful. If you
plan to pursue more than one
individual in an attempt to find
the best mate (for lack of a better
term) for yourself, I would suggest that this not to be done within range of the other person.
Learn about her. Find out
what she likes, what her friends
are like, and her favorite thing to
do in her free time. The more you
know, the better. Know ledge is
truly power.
If you find yourself uncomfortable with the person you are
flirting with, and she turns out

not to be what you expect - get
out. Encouraging an unhealthy
relationship is just plain stupid.
It's going to end anyway, so why
waste your time? Be picky. It's
your life, and in some cases, your
principles are at stake.

much easier.
Women have sex appeal,
which can be played off very
well. Women who master body
language have the easiest time
flirting.
But be forewarned, there is a
line to be drawn, and this line is
STAGE 3.14: For Women
the difference between, "She's
I figured I might as well pro- hot," and "She's a ho." Make this
vide women some insight on distinction early; or else you will
flirting with gentlemen, crush be marked for a long time.
some myths and encourage some
One final bit of advice for
realities.
women who wish to flirt:
All men are not dogs, don't Gentlemen tend to sling complionly want sex, only care what . ments with embarrassing freyou look like, will never call you. quency.
back, are lying to you or are stuThe women who . say,
pid. Hope that covers at least "Thank you" are the ones that
guys remember. Take heed. ·
some of the myths out there.
Something else to remem,I hope this helps those in
ber: "All the good men" that are need, or at least offers some
constantly referred to as "always insight into the art of flirting. I
taken" are NOT. In most cases, could not include everything, nor
the guy that you are complaining could I explore every aspect,
to about this dilemma is a good detail, archetype or situation out
guy, and fits every criterion you'd there.
want in a man, so do not be blind
It's a limited view, which
to it.
hopefully can give the stepping
Now that I'm done venting, stone to developing your own
as far as approaching a gentle- style in dealing with the opposite
man and flirting, your job is sex.
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Office of Student Support not supportive of students
Dear Editor,

•

•

•
•
•
•

requirements."
I proceeded to seek out guidance and "support" from the
"Office of Student Support." On
my first visit, I was greeted by an
office secretary who, upon learning of my request for assistance,
turned me away _ with a rude
response of, "Our office doesn't
do that." This was the "supportive" response I received for a simple request of 10 minutes of
someone's time to review my
s·chedule and to discuss any
options I might have had.
Realizing that timing and speaking to the right individual is often
times the key to successfully
resolving an issue or problem, I
chose to leave and return at another time.
In the five additional visits I
made to the Office of Student
Support during the next week, I
was exposed to a level of arrogance, rudeness, unprofessional-

future at UCF.
It was at this time I read the
section on my degree audit that
states:
"This report is to assist the
student in course planning. Final
confirmation of degree requirements is subject to approval by
the dean of a college. It is the
responsibility of the student to
meet graduation requirements
... For advising come to th~ Office
of Student Support."
After reading this, I felt it
reasonable to assume that the
Office of Student Support would
be the appropriate department that
could help me answer my questions and assist me in the planning
of the final portion of my college
career.
I wanted to be sure that my
calculations, assumptions and
plans were accurate and would
reflect the "responsibility of the
student to meet graduation

This letter expresses my deep
concern for the lack of adequate
support services provided by the
College of Business' Office of
Student Support.
During the last few weeks, I
have unfortunately been a part of
one of the most frustrating and
troubling experiences of my college career.
It began with receiving my
degree audit.
After carefully review~ng the
documents, I realized that it
would be possible to graduate one
full semester early if I took additional classes during the spring
and summer semesters.
Upon further review of the
audit and after consulting my
course catalog, I was unsure if the
task could be accomplished and I
had many additional questions
concerning my progress and

ism and disres~ect unmatched in
my dealings with any department
within UCF. On each visit to the
Office of Student Support, I
politely and appropriately indicated that I was willing and able to
schedule an appointment with an
advisor at their convenience.
These requests were met with
responses such as: "We don't do
that now." "I'm leaving here at 6
p.m., so you better make it
quick!" "To be honest with you,
we're a little understaffed."
"Where were you two weeks
ago?"
The following statement can
be found in the UCF undergraduate catalog:
"The College of Business
Administration seeks to provide
its students with the highest quality academic advising. The intent
of the advising system is to assist
prospective and current business
majors in the development of an
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educational plan covering their
final 60 hours of undergraduate
enrollment.
1. Students should seek
advisement in identifying a
program of study that matches
their interests and abilities and
is consistent with their educational goal and career aspirations.
2. Assistance will be provided in the selection and
sequencing of specific courses
within the student's chosen
program.
3. The advisement system
provides a mechanism for
ensuring that the students meet
academic requirement for graduation in a timely fashion.
4. It is the intent of the college to ensure that timely and
accurate information and
advice are available to every
student and that students are
made aware of advising services. All students are strongly
encouraged to establish advising relationships within the
college. It is, however, the student's responsibility to pursue
the available advising options."
From reading the bold face
emphasized parts of the statements, it is clear that I have
simply tried to take advantage
of the mission of the College of
Business Administration and
seek out the "highest quality
academic advising." I -had ·
hoped that in noting the office's
statement that "assistance will
be provided in the selection
and sequencing of specific
courses" or that I might find
some type of "support and
guidance."
Needless to say, I was and
I am still greatly disappointed
and frustrated. I find it hard to
believe that the Office of
Student Support within the
College
of
Business
Administration, which has as
its motto, "dedicated to excellence," cannot answer the simplest of questions or provide
for a basic level of service.
Additionally, when this
poor level of performance is
demonstrated with unparalleled rudeness and unprofessionalism, it leaves much for
which
UCF
should
be
ashamed. Such incidents have
unfortunately been reported by
my fellow business students as
the norm and not the exception
in their dealings with the Office
of Student Support.
I sincerely hope that someone will respond to this letter in
an effort to provide me with the
level of support that supposedly, the College of Business
Administration seeks to provide its students. At this time, I
still find myself with the same
questions and concerns that· I
had several weeks ago regarding my audit and schedule. I
am still in need of a few minutes of someone's time to help
me with these issues.
Sincerely,

Eric Krall

And visit our web site at
www.uescape.com
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Friday was the first day of
Operation Refusal in New York
City, a sting operation by undercover police officers and representatives of the Taxi and
Limousine Commission to punish taxi drivers who refuse to
pick up minority passengers,
particularly African-American
ones.
Minority officers dressed
in plainclothes will stand alongside white plainclothes officers
and try to hail cabs throughout
New York City.
Those drivers who stop for
the white passenger instead of
the minoricy passenger will be
fined upwards of $200 and, if
they are caught again, will have
their licenses revoked.
Giuliani's decision to begin
this operation comes close on
the heels of complaints by actor
Danny Glover, who is AfricanAmerican, that several cab drivers have passed him by when
he was attempting to hail a cab.
Several
key
AfricanAmerican officials in New York
City applaud the mayor's decision, including a State Senator
from Harlem who claims he has
been forced out of cabs more
than 100 times ·after telling the
driver his destination was
Harlem, which is predominantly African-American .
Other prominent AfricanAmericah officials in New York,
including former mayor David
Dinkins, have also complained
in the past that they have been
denied service, presumably
because of their race.
Meanwhile, cab drivers
throughout New York are
defending the biases they
employ when they pick up passengers.
Drivers cite fear of being
robbed, mugged, or even murdered in the course of their
workday as reason enough for
their pick-up practices.
It is not uncommon for cab

drivers to be molested in their
cars while they work, they say;
refusing to drive to predominantly Aflican-American areas
or refusing to pick up teenagers
is a measure of protection
against possible violence.
Glover's lawyer in fact disagrees with the operation, and
says instead that the Taxi and
Limousine Commission should
increase funding for diversity
education aimed at combating
stereotypes cab drivers (many
of whom are recent immigrants)
have of African-Americans,
teenagers, and other groups
when they arrive in this country.
Americans, but especially
African-Americans, are perceived as violent criminals by
the media· coverage that airs in
their native countries.
It is true that in a city like
New York, where instances of
violence against taxi drivers do
occur, taxi drivers have every
right to be concerned about
their well-being while at work.
Suspending the license of a cab
driver for simply being worried
about his or her own safety is an
extremely inappropriate answer
for those cab drivers who have
been attacked while at work.
Not picking up someone
who looks, for whatever reason,
like they would be unable to
pay the cab fare is, on a basic
level, valid grounds to refuse a
person service.
Taxi drivers are businesspeople trying to make a decent
living like anyone else, and
while the judgment for who
gets a ride is definitely questionable, the intentions behind it
are honest: taxi drivers want to
be safe, and they· want to be
paid.
Taxi drivers have nothing
else to operate on other than
their knowledge, or lack thereof, of the groups a potential passenger fit~ into, judging by their
external appearance.
Therein lies the sticky situation: obviously if hundreds of
African-Americans are com-

plaining about being passed
over in favor of white passengers, the judgments being made
from inside the cab when
pulling over for passengers are
flawed by a certain amount of
ignorance.
Revoking the licenses (taking away the livelihoods) of the
cab drivers instead of demonstrating to them that indeed not
all African-Americans
or
teenagers are violent criminals,
which is something that at the
very least a diversity education
program could do, will not be
an effective • way to end the
complaints of the AfricanAmepcan community, nor will
it diminish the fears that honest
taxi drivers have about on-thejob security.
Instead, not knowing any
better, taxi drivers will have to
pull over for everyone who hails
them, because they will fear
punishment by the police.
New York City officials are
now researching whether or not
it would be legal to charge taxi
drivers who refuse passengers
service with a criminal misdemeanor, which simply illustrates the lack of understanding
that Giuliani and other officials
seem. to have with regards to the
profession of a taxi driver.
A taxi is an environment in
which a driver and a passenger,
very likely two complete
strangers, have to put trust each
other for the duration of the
ride: that the taxi driver will
deliver the passenger to the correct destination in a timely matter, and that the passenger will
be able to pay for that ride.
Giving the taxi driver a
more informed understanding
of a specific part of the population he or she serves would
make that short ride together
less threatening and would help
end the complaints that New
York taxi drivers, many of
whom are members of ethnic
minonues themselves, are
racists who don"t deserve to be
on the road.
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Bland 'Anvwhere' forces message
LAURA FLYER
CONTR!BUTING WR!TER

"Anywhere But Here" is anything but
good. And it's not because, up front, it presents typical mother-daughter adolescence
crises that irrevocably shoves it into the
"chick flick" category, risking infection
from the horrid disease films of this genre
often contract, known as "sap." No, actually, all it takes is Natalie Portman's sulking
. . character to feel the strain of my eyes consistently rolling to the back of my head
every five seconds.
Susan Sarandon is Adele August,
mother of Ann (Portman) and kidnapper of
her daughter's soul (how utterly deep),
which belongs to the small town they once
lived in in Wisconsin. Now that they have
moved to the posh city of Beverly Hills,
Ann cannot, or rather, refuses to allow herself to adjust to her new surroundings. She
misses her small-town home life, her best
friend Mary (Thora Birch), her cousin
Benny (Shawn Hatosy) and the supposed
platonic relationship she had with each of
them (though some scenes quite pathetically and pointlessly suggested more-thanfriendly desires).
Her biggest issue is in learning to
cope with her near-neurotic mother who is
deluded by the wealthy image of
Hollywood, and who drives herself crazy
trying to achieve upward mobility without
actually working too hard for it. She also
wants Ann to be a Hollywood movie star.
Ann more than protests her mother's idiosyncrasies - she sulks, whines, moans,
cries and glares. The sarcasm that is also
included in her personality could have
saved some of this film, had it not been for
the fact that its content is neither witty nor
funny.

Basically,
the
entire movie constitutes a series of bland
repetiti:ve
and
exchanges
between
daughter and mother.
Adele flaunts her insecurities and displays
such cheeriness that it
goes beyond her realm
of personality. The
same goes for Ann
who mopes · to the
extreme.
So,
director
Wayne Wang really
wimps out this time.
Messages from movies
cannot be forced down
<?ur throats; we have to
taste it, interpret its
quality of flavor ourselves and then digest
it. Wang wants us to
get the message before
showing us the action. And he should
know something about how this works,
due to his successful presentations of
familial conflicts, such as the one between
mother and daughter in the movie "The
Joy Luck Club," and a decade earlier with
the father-son relationship in "Eat a Bow]
of Tea." "Smoke," another intelligent film
of his, also touched upon family relationships.
Perhaps he should have looked closer
at recent film with a similar take, "The
Slums of Beverly Hills." Though the focus
here is much more light-hearted, it made
the progression of a father-daughter relationship much more realistic and insightful
than "Anywhere But Here." And Wang
wasn't looking for all seriousness either.
He tries to lighten up a bit, as in one

exchange between Ann and
Adele. Ann fears the first
day at her new high school,
when she sulkingly comments about the tan and
barely-clothed girls milling
around outside. Her mother
replies, "The smart ones
are inside." This is about as
funny as it gets, folks.
Wang forces more
undigestibles down our Susan Sarandon
throats, and it almost feels
like he's out for manipulative vengeance.
Besides the stream of Lisa Loeb songs,
Sarah McLachlan steps in with her oh-somoving song, "I Will Remember You."
Wang goes one notch further in the film: It
happens to be sung by a mournful choir
during a funeral.

PHOTO COURTESY

IMDB

and Natalie Portman star in 'Anywhere••• "
Gag me with a spoon.
Natalie Portman may have the charm
and the looks to make "Anywhere But
Here" move fast enough, but not nearly
enough to remove the feeling at the movie
theater of wanting to be anywhere but
there.
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I-Files reaches last season
MINDY STEICHEN
GONTR!BUTJNG WRITER

The truth is out there. And I waited all
summer for it. It looks like I'll have to wait
one more week.
Last Sunday, I planned my entire day
around a one hour time slot that would end
the anxiousness I've felt since The X-Files
season finale in May.
The viewing of this year's premiere
was bittersweet for me, though, because it
could be the show's last season.
FOX has yet to confirm that it is the
final year, but both David Duchovny, who
plays Agent Fox Mulder, and Chris Carter,
the show's creator, producer and writer,
have contracts that are up. Gillian
Anderson, who plays Agent Dana Scully,
has announced that she is "physically, psychologically, unable to do another season."
I should make one thing clear: I am
not a Sci-Fi nerd. The X-Files is the exception.
It's easy to forget that it's science fiction. Although it's based on the idea of
paranormal activities and every episode
has a paranormal aspect, quite often the
heart of the show lies in the idea that there
are many possibilities out there and no real
answers.
The main pretext for almost every
episode could be summed.up like this: The
agents get a bizarre case.
Mulder suspects it's UFO-related

(Note: If not UFO, then mythical: vampires, Big Foot, witchcraft).
Scully dismisses Mulder's theory of
the day and provides a scientific explanation. They investigate. At the end, it
appears <me of them was more on track
than the other. But there is never, ever a
definite answer.
And therein lies all the fun. It doesn't
spell anything out for you; if you run to the
fridge or take a call during the show, you'll
be lost when you get back.
So, what did I think of the season
opener? Seeing as it was part two in a
three-part series, I must admit that it was
not one of the best episodes ever. I was put
on hold for another week.
An occasional viewer would have
been confused by it because it was centered around the seven-year-old _mythology storyline about the existence of life on
other planets and a government conspiracy
to cover it up.
For a faithful viewer like myself, it
was entertaining to see my two favorite
agents back in action, a kick-butt Safari
Scully in Africa_investigating what appears
to be proof of not only extraterrestrial life,
but of an alien genius through human life.
Meanwhile, Mulder is catatonic in a
Georgetown hospital, put in a trance by
what is believed to be an alien artifact. It's
far-fetched, but I have no problem with it.
I cannot, however, deal with a Scully who
actually believes.
I also had a hard time with an entire

episode of a delirious Mulder. Duchovny
looks good in anything, even a hospital
gown, but I would've liked to have seen
the Action Mulder that I missed all summer.
What's in store for this season?
Plenty, from what I've read. About half the
episodes will revolve around the mythology series, the other half are just random XFiles.
One episode is set to bring back the
Donnie Phaster character that fans will
remember. He was the quite non-alien
Minneapolis serial killer who almost
added Scully to his list of victims.
Perhaps the most talked about event
for the season is the millennium episode,
set to air Nov. 29 where Mulder and Scully
will finally lock lips, though fans remain
skeptical after Carter's past promises of
romance.
The kiss in the X-Files movie was cut
with their lips only millimeters away when
Scully was stung by a alien-virus-carrying
bee.
Last season, Mulder kissed Scully's
1930's alter-ego in the Bermuda Triangle,
and later a very drugged Mulder declared
his love for Scully, but she dismissed it
with an "Oh, brother."
Some· fans fear an affair between the
two would take away from the show's
plots. I must admit I would love to see
them together. As a matter of fact I'm a
"shipper," the term for a whol€ slew of
Internet fans who want a romantic story-
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line between the two.
But now that it might actually happen,
I feel uneasy about it. They currently have
that whole Mulder-and- Scully-vs.-TheWorld thing going on, which allows them
to be the most romantic couple on TV
without ever consummating their relationship, just one more way the show is different from any other.
The preview for next week makes me
wonder, though. It shows the Cigarette
Smoking Man (the main conspirator
behind the alien colonization bit) telling
Mulder "I am your father." Star Wars, anyone?
I am going to give Carter the benefit
of the doubt and hope that he intends to be
more creative than that in wrapping up the
show.
So, in the end, what I am really awaiting is an explanation for the on-going
debate of extraterrestrial life and its meaning for all of mankind. I also want to see
Mulder and Scully put an end to what has
dubbed by · Internet fans as UST
(Unresolved Sexual Tension).
In the end, I am dreading two things:
a final an~wer about the existence of aliens
and the consummation of Mulder and
Scully's relationship. It's all I've waited
for since the show's beginning, but now
that it's here I'm not prepared for it.
I'm so used to the truth being 'out there.' I
don' t know what I'll do with it when it is
'here' .
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Dear Nancy:
1

M

. If .

d

Y gir nen
and I have been
together for about a
E
th·
t t
year. very mg s ar ed out good but about
two months into our
relationship she cheated on me. I forgave her
but she did it again
and once again I forgave her. Then last
week she told me that
she hooked up with
some guy while she
was away for the weekend. She says she loves
me and I don't want to
break up with her.
What should I do?

I

and go get your own action. Of
course dump her first; don't
lower yourself to her level.
What? It's not that easy you .
say? Yes it is! All you have to
do is pretend you have some
self respect and put one foot in
front of the other.

Dear Nancy,

I've been in college for two years and
my grades have always
been really low. I think
it's because my parents never even graduated from high school.
Education was never
valued in my family,
and I feel that it's been
a struggle for me. I
used to think I could
-· Confused do better for myself
but lately I feel like a
failure. Any advice?

Dear Confused,
What is there to be
confused about? She
cheated on you, she cheated on
you and she cheated on you.
Why don't you stick around
just a little bit longer? Just long
enough for her to give you a
nice little present that goes by
the na~e of STD. Then when
you finally decide it's time to
leave, you won't be alone. Or
would you forgive her for that
too?
She can tell you she
'oves you in 500 different Ian~uages, 80 times a day. But
1hat difference does that make
·hen she's in someone else's
~d? Do you think she's calling
1t your name? Wondering
1at you're doing at home by
urself? Before you try to
me up with an excuse for her
your head let me tell youanswer is no.
Don't just sit there.
· her ambition as an example

•
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-Losing hope
Dear Losing Hope,

1

1

Go cry me · a river!
You're the one in college now. Your parents achievements don't have anything to do
with yours. If everyone who's
had to struggle in this ~orld to
accomplish anything had your
attitude nothing would get
done.
Remind yourself of
this everyday. Get it out of your
head that your destiny is chosen
for you. You are the only one
who can make anything happen
in your life regardless of your
background. If a class is hard
for you, go to tutoring, talk to
your professor, study more.
You've gotten yourself
this far so you know all of this
already. Let this just be a
refresher. Now get back to
work.

441 S. ORLANDO AVE. (HWY 17-92)
MAITLAND, FL-407-622-LDOP
WWW. DRLANDOLOOP COM
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'Pokemon' stops being cute when thev grow up
MATT WIEGLE
•

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

From its multi-tiered title onward, it
should be apparent that Pokemon: The
First Movie: Mewtwo Strikes Back will
collapse under its own overstuffed dumbness. Which is a shame, because for a
while, the TV show that spawned this filin
carried its idiocy with surprising charm. In
the realm of imported Japanese TV cartoons, Pokemon is the closest that crap has
gotten this decade to becoming a diamond.
True, the show is based on the same
hybrid of sales pitches and ham-handed
moral homilies that has been the foundation of kids' cartoons for decades.
However, Pokemon's universe of fighting
pets has such ticklish appeal that one can't
help but forgive the occasional moral to
get to the good stuff. Pikachu, the electricsquirrel thing that serves as the franchise's
official mascot, is the culmination of the
Manhattan Project in cuteness, which has
been going on in Japan since the development of Hello Kitty. Like every animal
character on the show, it communicates
only by offering various intonations of its
name-which, if you haven't seen the
seven basic emotions conveyed with the
word "Squirtle" before, is something beautiful.
Pokemon: The First Movie retains
these qualities, but regrettably dispenses
with the show's frothy lightheartedness.
On TV, human characters Ash, Brock, and

Misty
exist
from the slime,
only to lead us
tentacles, and
to some new
Inetal
armor
creature,
school of anime
which
then
design.
Other
charms
our
moments, such
pants off for a
as the scene tranhalf-hour. The
sitions in the
"Pikachu's
film
places
these
three
Vacation" short
cyphers in the
which precedes
of
position
the main feature,
actually
are cartoonishly
defending this
psychedelic.
universe
This
short,
instead
of
incidentally, is
equally
bad;
exploring it,
removed from
which unbalCOURTESY OF IMDB
their (however
ances the film
Ash trie5 to become the greatest Pokemon master in 'Pokemon: The First Movie.'
to begin with.
meager)
relations to humans,
Add to this the
fact that the movie's title character is prob- humans are jerks.
the Pokemon have nothing better to do
The entire conflict is resolved when than poorly imitate the opening cartoon
ably the grimmest , telekinetic humanoid
cat ever genetically tube-grown in a lab, everyone arrives at the revelation that frorri Who Framed Roger Rabbit?
and you have a film with serious tonal Fighting Is Wrong, a ridiculously disso- Featuring endless lineup shots of adorable
nant lesson in a world where, everyone's cartoon creatures, the short goes as far
problems.
His voice einanating in Dolby Stereo raison d'etre is getting weird animals to astray in the marketing department as the
froin the back of the theater, Mewtwo fight. The filmmaker's desire for some- feature does with griinness.
blows up the scientists who created him, thing bigger, something more movie-worBut the film's final bullet in its own
then starts asking questions like "Why am thy, disrupts the delicate equilibrium that foot is its mawkish background songs,
I here?" He settles on scouring the earth the TV show hitherto maintained. It's too which include an awful late '80s sounding
clean with a storm, the first of a couple of big for its britches, and despite the cameo guitar ballad that plays during a climactic
weird religious references. First, though, efforts of the series' three buffoonish stock battle sequence.
Pokemon: the First Movie is a tale
he invites a batch of Poke-mon trainers, villains, there are few enjoyable moments.
The movie's storytelling and design told by idiots who can't decide whether to
including the series' stars, to his island so
he can kick the crap out of them with a are as awkward as its storyline. Some of entertain, terrify, or try to sell one more
squad of clones and then rant about how Pokemon's settings are pulled straight electric squirrel-thing.
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CentreStage

ACROSS
1 Wrestling
success
4 Thaigirl's
8 Leave the Union
14 Pres. Lincoln
15 Nabisco cookie
16 "_ Knowledge"
17 Stitch
18 Some vases
19 In conflict
20 Having a head of
hair
22 Birdhouse nester
23 Like theaters and
churches
24 County officers
28 Fills 10 excess
29 Falsehood
30 Asian capital
31 Lasses at luaus
34 Wrestling style
35 Sucker
38 Snarls
40 Grant or Majors
41 Junket
43 Protruding
45 Heavenly one
47 Holy smoke!
48 Merits
52 Use the pews
54 Falseness
55 Woad and anil
56 Holiday
harmonizer
57 More tense
60 Spotted
infrequently
61 Swelling retardant
62 Frequency
selectors
63 Word before
friendly
64 Two-finger
gesture
65 Curriculum
element
66 One Truman
67 Psychic letters
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5 Goofed up
6 Tear
7 Call 1or help
8 Panic
9 Consumers
10 Long-time
companions
11 Finale
12 June honoree
13 Chicago transp.
21 Offed
22 Bicycle trick
24 Got a one-base M
25 Putrid
26 Feel vexation
27 Blackthorn
29 Wrrters' payment
rates
32 Holds
33 Get the point
DOWN
35 Use a stiletto
1 Spaghetti, etc.
36 Top-rated
2 Peninsula of
37 Snub-nosed dogs
Portugal
39 Lip curlers
3 Latest
42 More choked by
4 Guarded a
marsh grass
vacationer's home 44 Mexican fare
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46 Coats
49 Experience again
50 Sibling's
daughters
51 Actress Meryl
53 To tre point
54 Defies

56 Patient to a
doctor
57 More indicator,
briefly
58 Twosome
59 Wildebeest
60 Polish
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LEAD STORIES
Police in North Platte. Neb., have been looking
for a man who has appeared several times in
public since early July wearing baby clothes
and have taken to naming him (after his most
prominent article of clothing) "The Big
Bonnet." He was last spotted on Oct. 29, bending over a bench paddling himself.
Stephanie England complained to school
authorities in Joplin, Mo., in October after her
son Preston's fifth-grade teacher brought in a
plastic bag of cat feces and taped it to
Preston's desk for an hour as an object lesson.
The punishment went too far, England said,
even though she acknowledged that Preston
has a problem, at home and at school, in
overusing the phrase "Suck a turd." Said
England, "We've gotten on to him about it."

Questionable Judgments
In June, a Utah judicial commission reprimanded Judge Dee Alldredge for improperly
sentencing stalker Michael Penrose in 1997 to
take his victim Anita Ferroni out to dinner to
supposedly end the hostilities between them.
And in July, a Massachusetts appeals court
reversed Judge Robert Howarth's 1996 10-day
contempt sentence· against a woman who had
merely made an obscene gesture to her abusive
ex-boyfriend in court; Howarth is the judge
who in 1994 ordered another violent boyfriend
to take martial-arts training on the belief that,
rather than make him more violent, it would
give him self-discipline.
David o'raha was convicted of perjury in
Toronto in September. He had gotten in trouble
in 1998, minutes after being acquitted of
assault by a judge. As the courtroom was
clearing,. Oraha had wandered up to a police
officer and asked, "So that's it? It's over? I
was acquitted, like O.J. ?"After the officer
nodded, Oraha said, "Well, off the record, it
was me. (The people I beat up) had it coming."
The officer then turned Oraha in.
In September, authorities in Athens, Tenn.,
called in state officials to investigate a claim
of impropriety against local jailers. Inmate
Tracy Spurling, 38, complaining that his foot
hurt, was discovered by X-ray to have a 6inch-long flashlight in_his rectum that the
inmate insisted must have been planted there
by deputies since he had no recollection of it.
After an investigation, state officials cleared
the jailers, and Spurling admitted he owned a
flashlight just like the one found.

.1

In August, Detroit police chief Benny
Napoleon acknowledged that the department
has sold about 6,000 used guns in recent years
to dealers, who put them back on the street,
even though the city has filed a $400 million
lawsuit accusing gun manufacturers of making
it easy for buyers to skirt the city's anti-gun
law. Many other police forces also sell their
used guns, and CBS News reported in August
that the Irving, Texas, police department once
sold used grenade launchers to a dealer for
$3,500 each.

Leading Economic Indicators
Electrical contractor Akira Hareruya, 36,
whose company went bankrupt, has been
working the streets of Tokyo this year trying to
earn back the money by inviting passersby to
put on boxi~g gloves .'\11d take swings at him

SUBI

for about $9 a minute. He promises not to hit
back, but only to try to evade the punches. and
suggests that his customers relieve their stresses verbally as they swing. He told the Los
Angeles Times that he averages about $200 a
night..

DUFFY'S

10042 Untversity Blvd.
Corner of University &-Dean
(one mile west of UCF)

Least Competent People
Terrance G. Stafford, 49, was charged with
reckless discharge of a firearm at a gun show
in St. Paul, Minn., in August. He said he wanted to test a .22-caliber automatic but feared
damaging the gun if he attempted to "dry fire"
it without a round in the chamber, so he loaded
it and fired at the floor of the RiverCentre.
Bullet fragments hit four people, one of whom
required hospitalization.
In July, during lifeguard tryouts in Huntington
Beach, Calif., only 20 of the 129 applicants
were deemed even minimally qualified, and sixof the other 109 had to be rescued themselves,
during the half-mile swim. And in June, the
Pine Bluff (Ark.) Commercial, citing state
medical board records, reported that the family
of the late Ms. Marvelous Cann has alleged
that surgeon Michael Joseph Rook frequently
operated while alcohol-impaired and in fact
mistook Ms. Cann's heart for a lung while performing gallbladder surgery in 1998.
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In September, two Sheboygan, Wis. , teen-agers
told police they were curious to see what it
was like to get shot and that that's why they
had been hospitalized with leg wounds.
According to Sheriff's Capt. David Adams, a
34-year-old relative had obliged them and
done the shooting, and was arrested.

Women in Blue
In August, Mexico City 's police chief replaced
his 900-man traffic enforcement squad with
women, hoping that their nature would make
them less likely than the men to demand bribes
from violators. And in August, an all-female
police station opened in Mashhad, Iran, with
the women nonetheless uniformed in traditional black robes (chadors). And Mpbile, Ala.,
police officer Lark Huber was fired in August
because she insisted on we.arirtg a skirt instead
of the police uniform, which according to her
religious teaching is a man's clothing. And in
August, police officials in Bangkok prohibited
female officers from wearing miniskirts and
heavy makeup, causing some to resign because
they feared "diminished marriage prospects.

No Longer Weird
Adding to the list of stories that were formerly
weird but which now occur with such frequency that they must be retired from circulation:
(37) People who just can't seem to pick up the
phone to make burial arrangements for recently expired loved ones, such the 73-year-old
woman in Tucson, Ariz., whose husband died
in 1995 but whose body was still in his bed in
September 1999, or the 50-year-old man in
Elizabeth, Ind., whose mother died in 1994,
but her body was still in a chair in October
1999. And (38) schools' "zero tolerance" policies for "weapons" such as fingernail clippers,
which resulted in a 45-day suspension for a 7year-old boy in Cahokia, Ill., in September.

(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd,
P.O. Box 18737, Tampa, Fla. 33679, or
Weird@compuserve.com), ' '' ' r
I

Fer the latest Class info: -~-----------

http://www.Cf&SSliSt.UCf.edu
To Register On-line:

https ://polaris.ucf.edu

University Writing Center
For more information:

"Becaus.e

visit our

Writers
Need
Readers"

website at
http://reath~uef..edu/-uwc

where you can schedule
your appointment online!

(407) 823..2197

We can help you with
anything you write:

•

AnySubject

•

In or Out of class

•

Any stage of the

writing process

.,
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Ani Difranco
To the Teeth
Through all my years in band, I've
often heard the saying that music is what
occurs in the spaces between notes. With
Ani Difranco's new sound on "To the
Teeth," the best music often occurs in the
spaces between the jam sessions.
This is not to say that the band work
isn't good. In fact, it's exceptionally well
done. But some of the best songs are also
some of the less complex ones.
This is proven on the title track that
begins the compact disc. It's a song about
gun violence that uses Difranco's voice
and guitar work to carry most of the piece.
She does an amazing job of shaping the
entire piece, filling it with emotion. Thus,
when she sings lines such as "open fire on
the NRA/and all the lies they told us/along
the way," it doesn't sound angry. Instead,
there's a straight-forward honesty present,
much the same as she created years ago on
"Untouchable Face."
Actually, this and another sparsely
instrumented political song are two of the
strongest on the album.
The second, "Hello Binningham," is a
letter to Binningham, telling the city that
she understands what people are going
through with the bombing of abortion clinics because her hometown, Buffalo, N.Y.,
had a clinic doctor shot there.
However, like many songs on past
albums, this one hits its peak when the
ideas are personalized. When Difranco
sings "I was once escorted/through the
doors of a clinic/by a man in a bulletproof
vest/and no bombs went off that day/so I

am still here to say/Birmingham/I'm wishing you all my best" the song becomes one
of more than just politics, but also real
world experience.
Most of the songs, though, use an
eclectic mixture of instruments and peo-ple, ranging from background vocals by
the artist formerly known as Prince (sorry,
can't make that funky symbol on my computer) to wonderful funk/jazz saxophone
work by Maceo Parker to a rap by Corey
Parker.
The last was somewhat of a surprise
and probably pushed things a little bit, but
the laid-back, old-school style was a nice
alternative to many contemporary rappers·
and was kind of catchy in the end.
The instrumentation does stretch in
times, though. Ironically, the number
where the scoring does feel a little too
edgy was one of three where Difranco
played all the instruments herself. Her
singing on "Freakshow" grinds a little too
much. The use fits with the lyrics, but the
edge and cosmic landscape are not much
to listen to.
On the whole, though, the instrumentation on this album is by far the strC?ngest
that Difranco has achieved.
On "Little Plastic Castle," the band
was accentual and on "Up, Up, Up, Up,
Up, Up," it was over-powering and overdone. On "To the Teeth,"
Difranco has managed to integrate the
vocals and instrumentation better than ever
before, possibility because of all the practice she gained touring with the whole
group. Songs such as "Cloud Blood,"
"Providence" and "Swing" show a greater
degree of comfort with the ensemble than
Difranco has achieved before. Even the
vocal distortion on "Cloud Blood" works
well, and I'm not generally a fan of distortion for people who can see, and she definitely can.
True, this is not a folk album, no matter how many times Difranco refers to herself as a folk singer. And some of those old
folk tendencies are missed, such as the

',NOW THIS YE'AR'S BEST
CDMEDY.IS,EVERYWHERE!
ROGER EBERT AND HARRY KNOWLES, ROGER EBERT & THE MOVIES

"A BRILLIANT COMEDY.
Two Very Enthusiastic Thumbs Up!"

"****" "****" "****"
"****" "****" "****"
"****"
"****''
"****"
"****"
"****"
"****"
"****"
·Bill Diehl,

• Ann,e Marie O 'Connor,

.we.ieyMorrit,

ABC AAOIO NETWORK

MADEMOISELLE

SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER

• Sean P. MCitn•.
THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE

• Leonard Haltin.

• Roger Ebert.
CHICAGO SUN-TIMES

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

PLAYBOY

The sounds on "No. 4" seem to comsongs when Difranco sat down with only
herself and her acoustic, either singing bine the best elements from the previous
beautifully or obtaining unparalleled edge . three albums but unfortunately don't offer
anything new.
and reverberation.
The first single, "Down," sounds as if
What "To the Teeth" does, though, is
create a unique and strong sound. It's a it comes straight from the "Core" sessions
change, but the music is still good, a lot with instantly hard guitars and repetitive
better than the last album. This CD has lyrics. The accompanying video is equally
definitely spent a lot of time in my stereo uninspired, with dark images of the band
and a seizure-inducing strobe light
over the past week.
throughout.
An early track on the album, "Church
-George Potter
on Tuesday," sounds more like a remix of
"Seven Caged Tigers," the final track on
"Tiny Music," rather than a new composition. The song easily sticks in your head,
and the progressions flow quite well, but
the rehash of old ideas drags "No. 4" into
an album that sounds more like newly
found material instead of freshly conceived concepts.
The closest songs to outstanding on
"No. 4" remind the listener of the MTV
Unplugged set from 1994. (Yeah, the one
where Weiland looks strung out in his
No. 4
rocking chair.) "Sour Girl" introduces
It is always hard to say goodbye to more exciting percussion, like a triangle,
and features rich vocal harmonies and a
burnt-out rock stars.
In 1992, Stone Temple Pilots became bouncy bass line. "I Got You" would fit
one of the most influential hard rock bands well on "Tiny Music," combining a piano
and helped push alternative rock to the track played by producer Brendan O'Brien
radio dial with the release of their first and a lapsteel guitar providing a country
twang for a refreshing genre mix.
album, "Core."
The final track, "Atlanta," is an interFour years later, "Tiny Music ... Songs
from the Vatican Gift Shop" was released, esting change from the rest of the album,
and the Pilot in front, Scott Weiland, began and it's not just because you can sing "My
Favorite Things" from "The Sound of
drug rehabilitation.
Music"
over the chords. "Atlanta" rises
In the two years following the poorlyreceived album, Weiland recorded a solo and falls with many layered instruments,
album, and the other three Pilots found a as truly moving songs should, and creates
new vocalist and performed under the a welcome cool-down from the 10 onelayered songs that precede it.
name Talk Show.
Only the most devoted Stone Temple
Just when you thought you had heard
the last notes from another prominent .. Pilots fans would find reason to listen to
group in hard/alternative rock, the Pilots "No. 4" more than four times. It may be
performed an impromptu gig in March time for Talk Show to release a new album.
1999 and a surprise concert in August.
-Andrew Shaw
They also have released their fourth project, unfeelingly titled "No. 4."

Stone Temple Pilots

•

MAKE $100
EVEN BEFORE YOU
FIND A JOB!
~

.

Enter your resume at

·Jami &rn•rd,

www.jobdirect.com/co"test

THE STAR·LEOGER

•Joy Carr,
THE BOSTON CLOBE

for a chance to win $100

• St•ven Rom>.
THE DENVER POST

NEWYORK POST

• Bob Campbel~

•

(
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·Ann Hornaday,

• PhiUp Wuntch,

THE BALTIMORE SUN
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"This Movie Will Make You Laugh Hard And Long!"
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Once the Knights

COURTESY 5000VOLTS.COM

Powerman SOOD played last concert on their 1999 tour at the UCF arena.

comedy I ab
Bowling Green

$1 Off wjth this coupon I
Oood for up to tJ people.

398 West Amelia Street, in the Old Pinkie Lee's, just next to the 0-rena, ask for Gussie.
Thursday 8 pm Friday & Saturday 7:30,. 9:30, 11:30 Sunday 9 pm

148·000 I .for reservations & information

I,

.L

-- ------- - - --------- - j'1

Powerm an
5000 plavs ·
sold outUCF

arena

''"'''' .
An FDX-Co1npany

PATRICIA CANEDO
STAFF WRITER

~

RPS, Inc. is NOW HIRING
part-time package
handlers to help load
. and unload trucks.

We offer:
• Great pay ($8.50-9.00/hour
to start)
• Tuition assistance
•Weekly pay
• $.50 raise (after 30, 90, 180
days, 1 yr, & 2 yrs)
• Advancement opportunities
• Variety of shifts lasting 3-6
hours (1 am, 4 am, ·g am,
12 pm, 5:30 pm, 11 pm)

Is the cost
·of school
adding up?
$8.50$9.00 would
really come
in handy!

For more info &
application times:
Call (407) 851-3212
EEO/AA

,

1

1

All the tickets were sold and the fans were anxious.
Powerman 5000 last performance in Florida, on this particular tour,
took place at the UCF arena on Veteran's Day. This tour, featuring
Kid Rock, is to promote PM5K's new CD Tonight The Stars Revolt!
In an interview with the lead vocalist, SPIDERone, said
that toqring with J¥d Rqff wa$ .. ~ffectiye 'becau&e the ~udienct;
knows both Kid Rock's music and PM5K's. Although Powerman
5000 will take a break from touring in December, they will get back
on the road in Summer of 2000 to headline their own tour.
SPIDERone remarked that they would mainly be playing
their new material at the concert because it has been more popular.
He said that nothing about their sound has changed since their days
in Boston, they are just a btt more aggressive on the new album.
"MTV and other stations are more accepting to our music now a
days. People have caught up to our sound.'' claims SPIDERone.
When asked how the music comes together SPlDER stated that
every band member brings their influence to the group and they all
just care about mal9ng the best music.
The concert went on with a local band to open for the
uprising group. When PM5K got on stage, the fans jumped to their
feet; rushed toward the band, and moshed as they played. The band
gave their fans a great, loud performance.

submit your questions to Nancy Knows!
relationship problems? loud roommates?
whatever is on your mindl

www.ueffuture.eomlnaney.html
she will answer two questions every week.
(your e-mail and name are kept conftdential)

FOR SALE
Ladies' diamond ring
.5 carat channel setting $300.
Call Cheri 475-0113.
JAMAICA SPRING BREAK
Best Deals -- ReggaeJAM
Free info 800-873-4423
Operators 9-6 message 24n
Or reggae-jam.com

HELP WANTED
Earn $1,200 next week.
Part-time/full time. No experience needed.
Call (800) 334-9229 leave a message.
Now seeking students to work on campus.
Up to $8/hour. Leave your name and phone
number for Michael @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 316.
!$21 + HOUR PT/FT!
Easy work processing Mail or Email From
Home or School! For Details Email:
Register@aweber.com
Swimming Instructor wanted must be experienced and certified $9.50/hour flexible
schedule P!f or F!f. Call 699-1992.

Ladies! Earn $100 to $200 per night selling
roses in elegant nightclubs such as Roxies and
8 Seconds. Wear beautiful dresses and work
with style while you earn $25 to $50 per hour 1
Hours are short - 9 pm - 3 am.
Part-time is Friday and Saturday.
Fulltime is Wednesday - Saturday.
Nights go by fast. Lop salary. quality people 1
Must be 19, own a car and have a great personality. Join our team!
Call Renee at 977-0449
Kitchen Manager The Loop Pizza/Grill is now hiring for all
positions at its new Maitland location.
We offer a good salary with bonus opportunity, health and life insurance,
tuition reimbursement, 40 l k plan, sick and
vacation leave. Please call 407-622-5667
or mail resume to
441 S. Orlando Avenue,
Maitland, FL 32751
Make $5,000.00
A MONTH SURFING THE WEB! You can
make unbelievable income just by surfing the
Internet!
FREE 1
Go to www.lOOsaday.com NOW!
Earn $30k-$90k per year placing executives
countrywide. 100% commission. Attractive
Winter Park office near Park Avenue. Call
Mike at 677-6200.
Childcare Assistant needed at After-school
Karate Facility. Prefer Elementary Ed student.
M-F, 2-6 pm. Call Jeff 812-9600.

Paid Positions Available!

Is your list longer than Santa's? No time?
Simplify your life now!
Go with a female professional that UCF's
finest trust first and most. Exclusively catering
to married couples and single women.
Services range from total home cleanings to
Lhe dreaded laundry and dishes. Available 6
days a week. Outstanding references provided.
Contact Erin Walker at 677-9618.

WANTED 42 PEOPLE TO GET PAID$
TO LOSE 10 - 100 LBS $
100% NATURALLY & GUARANTEED
972-680-7798
Part-time Employment - Flexible hours.
Telemarketing from home. Call Rose Marie at
407-345-3597.
Help Wanted Valet Parking Attendants needed. Clean driving record and the ability to work under
strenuous physical conditions are a must.
Many locations.
$7.00 to $12.00 an hour.
25 positions must be filled immediately.
Apply in personal at the Marriott Downtown
located next to the arena or the Omni Rosen
on International Drive.

.

A Campris Crusade for Christ Meeting
E-mail: crusade@pcgasus.cc.ucf.edu
www.waymore.org

SERVICES

Drowning in Debt???
Non profit agency available to assist with debt
consolidation program.
- Stop collection calls
- Lower interest
- Consolidate into one payment
- Licensed & Bonded
- Free consultation by phone or in person.
Call free 24 hour message (407) 772-2298 or
call office direct at (407) 599-0057 x l.

The UCf Gay, Lestian and Bisexual Student
Union meets Tuesdays at ~00 pm in the
Student Union. Check monitor for room
location. Join us!

PERSONALS
RENDEZVOUS:
Flirty Daytona Women Seeking Crazy UCF
Guys to Repeat Wild Thanksgiving Weekend
at the OCEAN DECK in Daytona Beach.
Reggae, Sand, Drinks. Bring Imagination.

HEALTH

For Sale by Owner Home Sellers receive fee
info on "How to Sell a Home in 2 Weeks".
Call (800) 970-1328.
Free CD of cool indie music
when you register at mybytes.com,
the ultimate website for your college needs.

Orlando Regional Lucerne Hospital would like
you to volunteer. Positions available in PT &
OT, Transitional Care, Radiology & other
departments. If interested call,
649-6222.

CLUBS

Kundalini Yoga at Sharma's
Mon, Tue. & Wed. 7 pm, Fri. 6 pm
Tue. & Sat. 10 am, Sun 2 pm
Kripalu, Power Yoga Thu 7 pm
Right across from UCF
Next to UC7 Cinema
407 381-1940
http://www.latu.net/yoga

Please contact us by one of the methods
bel<?w for detailed pricing information.

407.;977-:1009
FAX: 407-977-0019

PHONE:

Sports Layout Editor
Log on www.UCFfuture.com
for complete details!

By Posting
Your Lecture Notes
0 n Ii n e

The Big House!
7:30 Fridays
S. Union Cape Florida 316

Lead Generation - Enthusiastic voices wanted
to promote wireless data technology. $7 hr +
comm. Call (407) 678-7435 .

Looking for financial security
and don't know where to start?
24 programs to guide financial thinking in the
21st century. Visit
http://www.skyesoftware.com

Babysitter needed to watch two boys in the
afternoons from 2:30 pm - 6:00 pm each day
in Tuscawilla neighborhood.
Call 366-1539 after 6:30 pm if interested.

Assistant News Editor
News Layout Editor

EARN UP TO $1000
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EMAIL: SALES@UCFFUTURE.COM

MAIL:

120AlexanariaBlvd.Suite 17,0viedo,FL 32765
f

CALLllNGALL

408 727-5127 or
Contact:

jobs@study247.com
www.study24-7.com
revolutionizing
the way students
study on the web

"·

ltNBCHTS
Need 10-15 responsible UCF students for part-time work in
university phonathon.
•Good Pay (start at $5.75 per hour)
Raises given each semester
• Student friendly hours (9 ~ 18 hours per week)
Sunday 1 - 4 pm
Evenings 6- 9:15 pm Sunday-Thursday
• Close to campus (Research Park)

For More Information or to Schedule an

Interview Call 249·4740
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Knights expecting 'war' at TAAC Tournament
round, she expects a difficult
TAAC finals should the Knights
advance that far.
"If we do get matched up
with [Jacksonville] it'll be
tough," she said. "It's tournament
time and anything can happen.
We're all healthy right now and
the coaching staff is excited
about the tournament. We've
worked hard all year to get to this
point, so now we'll just see what
happens."

JEFF CASE
STAFF WRITER

What a difference a year has
made for the UCF women's volleyball team. One season ago, the
Golden Knights struggled to a 715 record and lost to Florida
Atlantic
in
the
TAAC
Tournament, marking the first
time in UCF history the Knights
did not win the TAAC title.
But in 1999, UCF has been a
completely different team. The
Knights enter Friday's TAAC
Tournament with an unblemished
conference record (9-0, 17-11
overall) and as the No. 1 seed. In
a twist of irony, UCF will travel
to FAU, where it lost in the TAAC
Tournament last year, with hopes
of winning back the TAAC title.
Should the Knights walk out
of FAU Gym with its seventh
TAAC crown in eight seasons,
UCF will earn a spot in the
NCAA Tournament for the first
time since 1997. Golden Knights'
coach Meg Fitzgerald said that
although UCF enters the tournament as the highest seed, she
doesn't expect an easy ride to the
title.
"I always look forward to
our next match, but I never think
we're going to go coast through,"
said Fitzgerald, UCF's first-year
coach and the likely winner of the
TAAC's
coach-of-: the-year
award. "We expect a war out
there and it's going to be tough.
But I'm also very excited."
By virtue of their record, the
Knights receive a first round bye

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

Senior Lisa Rieman's solid play and leadership was one of the many ingredients that helped UCF back to TAAC
prominence and the top seed at the upcoming conference tournament, which rewards the winner with an NCAA bid.
at the tournament and will face
either fifth-seeded Samford (1418, · 5-4 TAAC) or sixth-seeded
Georgia State (12-18, 4-4) for
their first match. UCF easily
defeated the Bulldogs in four
games and the Panthers (15-5,
15-6, 15-10) in the regular season, but Fitzgerald said she
expects a much tougher match by
tournament time.
"I see this as a pretty tough
tournament overall," she said.
"Georgia State could be tough on
us because they had one of their
best middle [blockers] out when

they played us and they've pretty
much been plagued with injuries
all year. Everyone is healthy for
them now and they're all back.
Samford gave us a good run for
our money when we played them,
so they could be tough too."
From the second round on,
UCF's next foe could be anyone's
guess. With a victory over its first
opponent, whether its Georgia
State or Samford, UCF will
advance to the TAAC finals and
await its competitor. The
Knights, should they advance to
the finals, could face No. 2

Jacksonville, No. 3 FAU or No. 4
Troy State in the TAAC's final
round.
The Knights easily defeated
the No. 2 seeded Dolphins in
three games (15-10, 15-5, 15-8)
to give the team a bit of a mental
edge against their likely TAAC
finals foe. The Knights also
rolled to 2-0 record this season
against the defending TAAC
Champions, FAU, and dispatched
Troy State in three. games (15-3,
15-9, 15-6).
Fitzgerald said she no matter
who the team faces in the last

NOTES: The Knights have a
match scheduled against Florida
A&M University on Nov. 26,
which could provide a final
warm-up for UCF if it wins the
TAAC title. The FAMU match
begins at 4 p.m. and given UCF is
the TAAC Champion by then, the
Knights would have only six days
off before their first round game
in
the
NCAA
Tournament...Fitzgerald and her
staff visited the high school volleyball
state
championship
rounds in Florida and Louisiana
to look for new Knights for next
year's team. UCF, which will lose
four seniors next season, hopes to
bring in some fresh talent to gel
with a Knights team that returns
eight players. "We're excited
about the young kids we saw,''
Fitzgerald said. "Hopefully, some
of them will sign on to be Golden
Knights. We lose four seniors and
they all contributed, so that's difficult to replace. With the
younger players we do have taking on a new role next year, it'll
be a brand new young team."

)
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FREE ADVANCE SCREENING
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
@ Cape Florida Ballroom
8:30 PM Tuesday, November 23

FREE ADMISSION* while passes last
INFO?: call 823-6471
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-osa

a&~"'1···

8

PowerStudents.com

•

Inside Guide.com

* Funded by the Activity and Service Fee

as allocated by the Student Government
Association. Passes available in the
Student Union, Room 215, Student
Activities.
Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed.
Please o.rrive early.
Presented in association with Campus Activities Board

•
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FROM THE SPORTS DESK
Stars shine on UCF
baseball scout day

·1

Pete Gavillan and Darryl Stephens
belted back-to-back home runs in the 11th
inning and senior third baseman Dustin
Brisson went 5-for-7 in powering the
University of Central Florida "Home"
team to a 13-8 victory over the UCF
"Visitors" in the Scout Day intrasquad
scrimmage.
Mike Fox had an inside-the-park tworun homer in a losing cause for the
Visitors, who
were held scoreless through the first 12
innings.
David Rankin, Bay Paul, Scott
Ridenour, Brian Freeland, and Von David
Sterzbach each pitched two innings of
shutout ball for Home while Jason Arnold,
Jesse Marlo and Dan Stillman did likewise
for the Visitors.
The Home squad took a 2-0 lead in
the first two innings thanks to an unearned
run and an Ivan Trujillo triple.
Scoring was at a premium until the
bottom of the ninth when Brisson singled,
Gavillan doubled and Trujillo ground out
with each plating a run in the rally.
Ryan Gainsford homered in the 14th
during the Visitors' comeback for their
only other major offense. Fox, Gavillan
and Tony Marzetta each had three hits on
the day.
"It was the first time we've had a
chance to play a live game situation in
front of other people," assistant head
coach Greg Frady said. "It takes a live
game to determine how the players are

"This was a very good game for us to
experience late game situations," said
UCF head coach Kirk Speraw.
"Hopefully, it was something we can
learn from."
With 51 seconds remaining in regulation, Reed hit the second of two free
throws to give the Golden Knights an 8584 advantage. After a Reed foul, Latvia
made the first of two free throws to knot
the game at 85 with 40 seconds remaining. Neither team managed to get another
shot away and the game went into overtime at 85-85.
UCF got off to a slow start in the
game as Latvia took a 12-2 advantage at
the 16:26 mark in the first half. However,
the Knights came charging back, tying
the game at 19-19 on a Reed lay-up with
9:40 left in the half. UCF took its biggest
lead at the 18:55 mark of the second half
when Thornton hit a three-pointer that
put the Knights up by 12 points at 52-40.
Senior point guard Cory Perry had a
game-high seven assists and a team-high
six boards. Forward Inyo Cue added
eight points.

really doing.
"Offensively, Dustin Brisson was the
standout today at 5-for-7. He and Pete
Gavillan swung the bat very well," Frady
commented.
He added that Rankin, Stillman,
Sterzbach and Ridenour were the most
impressive pitchers. Despite the loss,
Visitors pitching combined for 16 strikeouts in 16 innings.
Practice continues daily in preparation for
UCF's regular season opener Jan. 28 at
the ACC/Disney Baseball Blast agai.nst
North Carolina.

UCF falls to Latvia 10196 in overtime in final
exhibition of season
Senior guard D'Quarius Stewart and
sophomore forward Paul Reed each
scored 23 points and sophomore forward
Jason Thornton added 22, but that was
not enough as the University of Central
Florida dropped its last exhibition game
of the season to Latvia Select, 101-96,
Sunday at the UCF Arena.
The Golden Knights open their regular season Friday night (Nov. 19) when
they play host to the 25th-ranked Miami
Hurricanes at the UCF Arena. Tip-off for
Friday's showdown is set for 7:30 p.m.
UCF took a five point lead on a
Thornton lay-up that gave the Golden
Knights a 92-87 lead with 3:49 remaining
in overtime. However, Latvia came back
using a 14-2 run in the games last 2:52 to
outscore UCF 16-11 in overtime and
move on to the 101-96 v~ctocy.
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UCF women fall
to elite team

Senior D'Quarius Stewart paced UCF in scoring
in both exhibition 1ames and looks to be ready
for a standout season. Stewart wo.s named to
the Pre-season All·TAAC First Team. ·

Led by Chanda Stebbins' 29 points,
the Women's National Basketball League
USA Elite Team beat the Univers~ty of
Central Florida, 73-65, on Saturday night
at the UCF Arena. The game was the
final tune-up for the Golden Knights who
open their regular season at home Friday,
November 19th, against the University of
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~AVINGS UPTO 75%0FF ON:

Regular Price

Now

·$ 27 .50/32.50
Rolling Backpacks
$ 32.99/39.99
UCF Blankets
$15.50 ·
$20.99
-. Trade·Books
$1.00-5.00
$ 5.95·29.95
Ball caps
$14.99·17.99 $ 9.50- 12.50
Assorted B~ckpacks
~16.00-49.99.
$12.00- 32.00
All Champion Clothing
25% off
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Abdaya Trall UCFCampus

FRIDAY
Nov. 19th

9am-4pm
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South Florida.
Sophomore forward Khaliah Guillory
led UCF for the second straight game with
16 points and 11 rebounds. Junior forward
LaToya Graham added 15 points while
freshman forward Erin Paige dropped in
12.
Junior forward LaDonna Larry finished the game with 10 rebounds including a team-leading five offensive.
The Golden Knights won the battle of
the boards, 57-32, but were not sharp at
the FT line, hitting just 19 of their 32 free
throw attempts (59.4%) to the Elite
Team's 73.7% (14-19).

tied Loma Nelson of Miami with threeMention honoree as a sophomore ( 199798), the 5-9 guard has also earned allround scores of 227 (+ 11). Gundersrud
Treasure Lake Conference and all-Area
fired an even-par 72 in the final round to
honors from the News Tribune, Stuart
gain momentum and give UCFtwo top-20
finishers.·
News and Palm Beach Post (1997-98 &
98-99).
Line Berg improved a stroke per
round and wound up at 234. Olivia
"Adrienne is a great addition to this
Hartley shot 236 in a roller coaster tournaclass," Striegler said. "She can score
down low and will be a force in the paint.
ment and Chrissy Atchison took a 242 to
the clubhouse.
·
Lakeisha is a great athlete and could be a
prolific scorer. She'll help us with the full .
Medalist honors went to South
court press which is the style I want to
Florida's Kelly Lagedrost, whose ended at
one under-par 215 for the tournament
play.
"Scottie is a true point guard. She is
despite shooting above par in the last two
a floor leader who will be able to set the
.rounds. Pam Buff of Tulane was second at
217 (+l).
pace of the game for us. Overall, I am
Both the UCF women and men have
very happy with this class. In four years I
am going to look back to sec what they
completed their fall slates. They will
have accomplished, and I'm sure it will be resume the spring portion of their schedules in early February.
a lot."

UCF womens basketball
inks three in early period
University of Central Florida head
women 's basketball coach Gail Striegler ·
announced the signing of Adrienne
Billings (Titusvilleffitu~ville HS), Scottie
..Clay (Houston, Texas/Hastings HS) and
Lakeisha Peterson (Port St. Lucie/Port St.
Lucie HS) to national letters of intent.
Billings, a 6-1 center/forward, shot
64.3% from the field averaging 13.39
points in 28 games as a junior. She also
pulled down 7.29 rebounds and had 2.57
steals per contest for the Terriers.
Clay, a 5-3 point guard, scored 5.5 points
and pulled down 3.2 rebounds with 5.7
assists and 3.0 steals per game en route to
earning first team all-district and second
team all-region honors as a junior.
The 5-3 point guard holds the school
record with 13 assists in a single game
and 223 in a season. She is second alltime with.322 career assists and needs just
15 this season to take over the top spot.

UCF women~ go.Iffinish
sixth at Palmetto as
Campbell wins playoff
The Golden Knight women's basketball team
have adopted discipline as a team goal, and it
appears on their practice jerseys. New coach
Gail Striegler is expe<ted to continue UCF's
success with an up-tempo offense.
Peterson, the first female athlete out
of Port St. Lucie to sign with a division I
school, has averaged 12.6 points and 10.3
rebounds per year over her career and is .
currently second in the career record
books in both categories with 884 and
722, respectively. An all-State Honorable

UCF wins championship,
lightweight and novice
8+ races

The University of Central Florida
women's golf team steadily improved its
play over the three rounds to finish strong
at a sixth-place 919 in the Edwin
Watts/Palmetto Women's
Intercollegiate.
Trans America Athletic Conference·
foe Campbell won a playoff with Tulane
necessitated by the two schools being tied
at 892 after 54 holes. The 19-team tournament was hosted by the College of
Charleston at Kiawah Island's Oak Point
Golf Course. Campbell and Tulane
enjoyed a 14-stroke lead over third place
Mississippi State.
Monica Gundersrud and Tanja Arnold

• FAT ASS BURGER • THE HEARTBURNER • SILLY CHEESE STEAK • COLLEGE CLUB •

The University of Central Florida
crew placed first in the Championship 8+,
Lightweight 8+ and Novice 8+ races at
the Head o'f the South Regatta in August
Ga. Saturday.
The Golden Knight's pair, made up of
Anna Barrett and Loraine Blakely, came
in second while the Club 8+ 'A' and 4+
placed third and the Club 8+ 'B',
Championship 4+ crews placed
fourth in their respective races.
The Golden Knights Varsity crew is
finished with it's fall schedule while the
· Novice will compete in one final event,
the Freshman/Novice Race next Saturday
(Nov. 20) in Fellsmere.
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"Quality Food at College Prices!!" ~ I
Try our new '"Double Fat Ass Burger" - Two fresh 1/2 lb beef patties ~ I
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stacked on a Kaiser roll with Fries for $5.99!
(for you math majors, that is 1 pound of meat!)
·Ask your server how to become a part of the "Fat Ass Club" and
receive a FREET-Shirt! For the month of November, eat 6 Double
Fat Ass Burgers and receive your Locos T-Shirt absolutely Free!
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Mama's Breakfast Special 2 Eggs, 2 Bacon,f'oast,
2 Hashbrowns - $2.99
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WElL GIVE You 10 WEEKS.
Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're capable bf being
a leader. But 1f you're rough smart and determmed, ten weeks and a ioi of
hard work could make you an Officer of Marines. And Officer Candidates
School {OCSi 1s where you'il get the chance to prove you·ve got what it takes
to iead a Me full of excitement. fu!i of challenge, fu!J of honor Anyone can say
they've got what ir takes to be a leader, we'fi give you ten weeks to prove ;r

Marines

The""'= T1r Proad. TM .ffzriMS.

MARINE OFFICER
www.Marines.com

Try out for the UCF Pool Team @ Locos Grune Room
Sunday 1 p.m. (we are talking Billiards. so keep your swim cup at home!

~ •MAMAS MEATBALL SUB• SNAPPERHEAD SANDWICH• ITALIAN STALLION• BLTC

VISIT CAPTAIN JACKSON REESE OR GU_NNERY SERGfANT MARY FLECHER ON
22-23 NOVEMBER 99 IN THE STUDENT UNION BLDG FROM lO:OOAM. 2:00PM
OR CAU TOLL FREE 1-800-270-9874EXT17-15.
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Striegler leads new UCF unit on to the court
JEFF CASE
STAFF WRITER

In 1998, the Golden
Knights women's basketball
team won 20 games, had the
best coach and player in the
TAAC, won the TAAC
Tournament and went to the
NCAA Tournament for only the
second time in school history. A
year later, the departure of
TAAC coach-of-the-year Lynn
Bria for the University of Ohio
and the graduation of TAAC
player-of-the-year
Charyia
Davis could make the Knights a
much different team.
First year coach Gail
Striegler inherits a team, by her
own admission, that is rich in
talent but short on experience.
The Knights return seven players from last year's TAAC title
team, five of whom are either
juniors or seniors. While that
should equal into good leadership for UCF during the season,
the upperclassmen will be hard
pressed to replace Davis' 19.3
points a game average from last
year.
Striegler said she doesn't
expect any one player to fill
Davis' role but plans to get her
scoring in a variety of ways.
"It's a big hole to fill and
it's going to be a hard one to
fill," said Striegler, who served
as an assistant coach at Stephen
F. Austin State for six seasons
before coming to UCF."It's
going to take a little bit of time
and it's going to take some
meshing. We're going to have to
[get scoring] as a group, there's
not going to be anybody on this
team that's going to average 20something points a game. We're
looking at trying to get a couple
of players with 10 to 15 a night."
Striegler's plan to diversify
UCF's scoring this season could
be easily accomplished given
the type of offense she hopes to
run. By having such a young
team, Striegler said she expects
to have trouble getting the
Knights into her flex offense.
The offense, which is based
on setting down screens and
back cuts, is based on timing
and precision, something she
says the team has struggled to
learn in the preseason.
"The flex tells you exactly
where you need to be and exactly what you need to be doing off
of it," she said. "Until you get
the timing right, it's not going to
be running very smoothly. Right
now. our timing isn't good on it
and that's why we're not getting
a lot back cuts and a lot of that
type stuff off it."
As the team tries to master
the flex offens~, Striegler said
she plans to use "quick hitters'',
which are plays called to get
quick scoring opportunities. She
said the team has been successfui at its quick hitting plays and
she also expects a strong transition, fast break-type style from
the Knights.
The Knights should have

Gail Striegler, who 'ook the coaching iob at UCF after helping build
Stephen F.Austin into a national power as an assistant, hopes to form a
powerhouse in the TAAC with quickness and intensity.
little trouble running with teams
this fall, as they boast a lineup
that has more guards (6) than
forwards (5) and has no player
over 6-feet tall. Striegler said the
Knights depth and versatility at
guard and forward will make the
fast break a viable part of the
offensive gameplan.
"If we can get into a full
court game, we're going to be
able to play with anybody,"
Striegler said. "It's something
we can do. Our guards are pretty quick, our post players get up
and down the floor and it's
something I like to put in. It's
fun for the kids, it's fun for the
fans to watch.
"Right now, we're having a
lot of turnovers [on the break],
but with the guards that we have
not having a lot of experience,
we're going to have to live ·with
that."
Injuries
have
forced
Striegler to put her players at
positions they may be unfamiliar with, but she said broadening
her players' knowledge of the
offense should help as the season _progresses.
''There's not much I can do
about [the injuries] and they've
been good about [playing out of
position]," she said. "In the long
run, we'll have more kids that
know more positions, therefore
they know more positions and it
gives them more playing time."
For as deep as UCF is in its
backcourt, only one player,
Nancy Richter, saw significant
time last year. Richter, a junior,
will be counted on to pick up not
only running some of UCF's
offense, but also some of the
scoring that departed with
Davis.

"I have really high expectations
out of Nancy," Striegler said.
"She's by far been the best of any
of the guards we had in the preseason. She's not only a leader basketball-wise, but also off the floor.
She gets our players pumped up
and gets them in the spots they
need to be and she's very vocal
about it."
In the front court, LaToya
Graham is not only the Knights'
leading returning scorer (7.2·points
a game), but also its likely leader
in UCF's back-to-the-basket game,
too. Graham, along with Khaliah
Guillory and Paula Nesbitt, are the
only players from a year ago to
play significant minutes.
The Knights will need all the
frontcourt help they can muster
early in the year, as they face a difficult non-conference schedule
including home games against
South Florida, Florida and Texas
Tech. The Knights also play at
American University to highlight
the non-conference slate, giving
UCF four schools hiat are regular
NCAA Tournament contenders.
_ While Striegler said UCF's
schedule is needed to improve the
team's play, she said UCF could
struggle against the Gators and
Red Raiders.
"We've got Florida and

Florida State on our schedule for
next year, that's the way it needs to
be," Striegler said. "The key is, this
year is going to be hard because
we're not together as a team right
now, so it's going to be hard for us
to play the Flpridas and Texas
Techs and Americans in the beginning because we're a new team.
We're still trying to gel.
"It's going to be harder on us
this year than it is next year, but
hopefully they'll be able to go out
th~re and pull together and play
hard and get better every game."
That inexperience and youth
could be considered a hindrance to
UCF's hopes ofrepeating as TAAC
champions, but Striegler says otherwise. Although she expects some
bumps along the way as the
Knights find their identity,
Striegler said UCF, picked third in
the TAAC preseason poll, could
find a way to win the TAAC.
"My focus this year is to be
playing well at the end of the year,"
she said. "We 're good enough that
we can win the tournament and go·
to the NCAAs. I think there's
potential in there from going undefeated in the conference to losing
half the games and going through
the conference tournament undefeated. It all depends on how long
it takes for us to gel."
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Guard play key-vs. 'Canes
FROM PAGE 36

For registration
information call:

For wmplete class schedule,
visit our website at:

(407) 856-6585

WWW.DCE.UCF.EDU
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their pressure. We'll have to execute and get
decent look.s."
Cory Perry and D'Quarius Stewart are
returning seniors and will see the majority of the
minutes in the backcourt. Both have started on
and off for the past three years, and have the
experience necessary to deal with Hurricane
pressure. In fact, Speraw's senior-laden team
gives him a luxury he hasn't enjoyed since his
first season in 1994- experience.
"It will be great to actually have a core of
seniors who know what I'm about. There will be
no mystery as to what to expect," Speraw said.
"The guys know how we play, what we run, and
what is expected of them. And senior leadership
will help the younger guys along."
Freshman Al Miller and junior Inyo Cue
back up Perry and Stewart, bringing quickness
and play-making ability to the table. They'll be
an asset when Speraw wants speed and an uptempo pace on the floor.
Miami's backcourt is among the best in the
Big East, with 6-5 senior Vernon Jennings running the point alongside 6-4 Johnny Hemsley,
one of the nation's most unheralded stars.
Hemsley, whose strength is his defense and athleticism, hit nine 3-pointers in the first round of
the NCAA Tournament last year, and has come a
long way with his shot. He torched UCF for 27
in last years' win and will be the focus of their
defense.

"He's one of the best guards in the country,"
Speraw said. He was incredible in the first rourid
of the NCAA's last year. He makes big shots and
is a great athlete. He'lJ be a tough matchup for
us."
UCF's top defensive player is forward
Mario Lovett, its most versatile weapon, who is
agile enough to defend guards and small forwards as well as bang inside with big people.
However, Lovett recently had foot surgery to
remove scar tissue and is struggling to get back
in form in time for the season's opening tip. Also
questionable is redshirt freshman lkechi
Knakwe, who broke two bones on his left foot,
stepping on a teammate's foot in practice.
"They're moving in the right direction," said
Speraw. Mario and Ikechi are making strides, but
at this point, I don't know if they'll be ready."
The rest of UCF's frontcourt returns healthy,
yet untested. Sophomore Paul Reed and senior
Davin Granberry are being counted on to handle
the post, with senior Roy Leath also getting a
look. They will have to contend with Miami's
Mario Bland, John Salmons and Elton Tyler.
Bland, who weigh~ in at over 270 pounds is a
load inside and will be more assertive offensively with James gone. Salmons and Tyler are big
and athletic, and UCF will have to contain them
on the boards to be successful.
UCF will get a chance to put on a good
show at home, against a top tier opponent, with a
senior-laden team. Sound exciting? Just think,
the season is just beginning.

university of central florida
PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

NEED?
•A WILL
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES
STUDENTS WITH ASSISTANCE IN
SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS
LANDLORD!fENANT, CONSUMER, NONCRIMINAL, TRAFFIC & UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED STUDENTS
CAN RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND
REPRESENTATION FREE OF CHARGE.
FOR INFORMATION ORAN APPOINTMENT
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY S.R.C. 155
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM-5PM

http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-stul.egal
Funded by Activity & Service Fee through the Student Govt Association

The UCF Arena, which boasts a brand new floor modeled with the new logo, should be rockin when the UCF
women open up against South Florida and the men take on Miami in a double-header on Nov.19.
BOOK~TORE

Fans needed as UCF's sixth man
FROM PAGE
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" T-shirts

• Pegasus Academic Logo
• C-Omes in S designs for each of the different Colleges represented at UCF
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follow suit, and upsets in rare home games against
national powers are the fastest route to national
prominence.
"We need more people and with the caliber of
opponent coming in here our first two games, instate opponents that are among the nation's best,
they should come out," Speraw said. "Hopefully the
attendance will carry over for the rest of the season.
We need to have a big turnout.
"People need to realize that they can affect the
outcome of a basketball game more than any other
sport. We have the potential for an environment that
would make our gym a very tough place to play for
other teams."
It's a scenario that could only be dreamed of
because it has only been seen twice in recent memory. Over 3,000 showed up two years ago to see the
Golden Knights open the season against Auburn
and saw a terrific game, with UCF taking the Tigers
down to the wire and nearly pulling the upset. The
first of the packed houses came over a half decade

ago, when UCF clinched its first NCAA
Tournament bid, defeating Stetson in the TAAC
Tournament final. It was quite a sight, black and
gold everywhere, fans storming the court after the
win. No one complained about playing in a small
gym back then. Which is even more of a reason that
the 5, 100 seats should be filled to full capacity.
Students get in free, too.
"I hope the students enjoy themselves so it carries over to their attendance during the season,"
Women's coach Gail Striegler said. "Events like
these let us showcase our product and create a great
fan base. Hopefully they all have a good time and
we'll have them hooked."
UCF needs Knight fans. It's time that the nation
stops considering UCF as a small school. There are
30,000 students in one of the nation's top 25 markets. Its largely been the students fault that the stigma of Central Florida as a small, directional school
still stands. Let's get this 21st century started off
early ang right. Fill the Arena this Friday at 5: 15.
It's time for the "Dungeon" to start taking no
prisoners.

_N_o_ve_m_be~r_1_7_,_1_99_9~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-i~ 1--~~~~~~~~~~~~-c_e_n_tral~_F_lo_n_·da~F_u_tur~e_•_2__
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UCF makes right choice in denying Sun Belt
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

MURFREESBORO,TN.Anyone who says that UCF
should have joined the Sun Belt
Football Conference can admit
they were wrong now.
No, it certainly didn't take
very long to realize that Athletic
Director Steve Sloan & Co. made
the right choice by saying thanks,
but no thanks, to the invitation to
join a conference that will be
about as prominent as the Big
West.
What, you didn't know they
had football? My point exactly.
The raucous crowd of over
10,700 (it actually looked like one
of those zeroes was added for cosmetic purposes) probably had the
Golden Knights kicking themselves for not being a part of the
lofty admission revenue that those
huge attendance numbers will gar-

ner for the SBC. And the natural
rivalries that could have been
formed against LouisianaLafayette and Louisiana-Monroe
would have been something to see.
That may take a while to get over.
Ok, I'm over it.
As I was looking out on to
the artificial turf at
MT and their empty,
yet nicely color coordinated blue seats, my
mind wandered back
to Auburn's JordanHare Stadium, which may be a
house of horrors for UCF, but is
nonetheless a fun place to play.
Seeing Lightning, MTSU's blue
horse mascot thing that looks
straight out of Rainbow Brite didn't erase the memory of seeing
UGA the bulldog patrol the sideline.
Maybe I'm being unfair,
because it isn't MT's fault that it is
located in Murfreesboro, TN and

doesn't have much of a football
history like a Georgia or an
Aubum. And maybe UCF isn't
light years ahead of where the
Blue Raiders stand, but the Golden
Knights do have room to grow.
We, thankfully, are located in
Orlando, a major market, with a
major airport, in a
state that is a football
haven. That's quite a
foundation.
No, we're not
smug, not stuck up.
It's just that we know what we're
worth. Yearly trips to
Murfreesboro, Lafayette, and
Monroe is not what we want.
Attendance at the Florida Citrus
Bowl leaves a lot to be desired, but
it is still better than anything the
Sun Belt will generate. If fans
don't show up to see the Knights
play La. Tech, who also spurned
the Sun Belt, opting to join the
WAC, why would they show up to

••

''

Any supporter
who wants UCF
to go join the Sun
Belt and be
Jumped and
laughed at with
the test of the
have-nots must
be masochistic.

see Sun Belt showdowns. It would
never happen.
It is 100 times better to
remain a I-A independent, play
the best schedule possible, generate as much money as we can,
and wait patiently for something
to open up. I compare the athletic
program at UCF to an attractive
girl with a lot going for her who
only recently moved to town. She
doesn't have to go out with losers
just for the sake of going out. It's
better to sit at home and wait for
Prince Charming.
Be patient, someone will
come knocking on our door soon.
Any supporter who wants UCF to
go join the Sun Belt and be
lumped and laughed at with the
rest of the have-nots must be
masochistic. They came, they
knocked, and we politely
declined.
Thanks, but no thanks. We'll
hold out for something better.
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Earn $400
per class each semester by simply

Taking Notes!
Apply online at

www.allstudenta.com
for all sections of the following
undergraduate courses:
Ac~tlng

English

Advertising

Finance

Aerospace

Geography

Afro-American

Gel'man

Studies

Government

Agricultural

Greek Studies

Science

Health Education

/l\Jr FOfCe Science

History

Anthropology

Journalism

American Studies

Judaic Studies

Archaeology

Kineslology

Architecture

Legal Studies

Art

Llfe Sciences

Art history

Linguistics

Asian American

Management

Studies
Astronomy

Marl<eting

Atmospheric

Middle Eastern

Sciences

Studies

Over 30,000 Square Feet
·of Fitness Fec.turing:

Microbiology

Biochemistry

Molecular

Biology

Genetics

Biomedical

Medieval Studies

Engineering
Biotechnology

Middle Eastern

Studies

Botany

Nutrition

Business

Nursing

Calculus

Philosophy

Chemistry

Pharmacy

Classics
Cotmiunications

Physical Therapy

Comparative

Public Relations

Strength Training 9 Cardio Kickboxing
Spinning 0 Treadmills (I Lifecycles
Aerobics • over 50 clases per week
Stairmasters G Cross Trainers
Over 50,000 LBS. of Free Weights

Political Science

LlteratuAI

ROTC Courses

Computer

Sociology

Sciences

Social Work

Construction

Spanish

Design

Special Education

Earth and~

Speech

Science

Theater

Ecology

Women's Studies

Economics

Writing

Education

Wildlife Studies

EnginMring

Zoology

Two Locations Convenient to UCF

elllltudenta.com will be
offering the above listed courses ·
online FRD of charge.
If you're Interested in
becoming a Note Taker for
a course that doesn't appear
on this list, please submit an
application online for review.

WINTER PARK
(• University & Goldenrod

ATTENTION
MARKETING MAJORS:
Currently we are hiring for a
Marketing Specialist as well as
Note Takers, please apply online at

679-0778

OVIEDO
Alafaya Square
365~8444
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www.allstudenta.com
GETIN
GET THROUGH
GET OUT
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Defense dominates Blue Raider attack
FROM PAGE

36

cpme out with the quarterback draw," Penn
said. "It was there pretty much all night
because they spread everybody out and we
had good blocking."
UCF's defensive effort improved following MT's opening drive, in which the
Blue Raiders drove 60 yards in six plays,
taking a 7-0 lead on a 44-yard pass from
Wes Counts to Tyrone Calico. After that,
the first half was all UCF.
Four of Middle Tennessee's next six
possessions ended after thr~-and-outs,
while its only sustained drive late in the
first quarter ended with a missed 42-yard
field goal by kicker Keegan Ray.
"We weren't clicking at first, but that's
meaningless because there were thre~
other quarters in the game and we did a lot
of great things in that time," Penn said.
"We didn't panic about the slow start."
The second half saw MT tum the ball
over four (imes, twice on downs, and on
twice on interceptions by UCF's Elliot
Shorter. The key possession in the second
half was Middle Tennessee's opening one,
in which it drove 59 yards on 16 plays,
only to come up empty.
The Blue Raiders held the ball for
over eight minutes, getting down to the
UCF 10-yard line before having to attempt
a 27-yard field goal by Ray. But MT
Coach Andy McCollum elected to try to
get in the end zone, calling for a fake that
was easily sniffed out by defensive back
Jeff Fye, who dropped freshman holder

Offensive linemen Kurt Baumann and John Beauchamp were part of a strong effort by the
Golden Knights in the trenches, opening up giant holes for a running attack that gained 323
yards.
David Youell fot a 13-yard loss.
"Every team we play, we try to come
out and do what we learn and practice
from Monday through Thursday every
week," Shorter said. "It feels good to be in
the win column. It's frustrating to go out
and practice hard all week and then fall
short. Every win feels good."
The win was gained primarily on the
ground as the Golden Knights racked up a
season-high 323 yards on the ground.

Penn wasn't the only one to dominate on
the ground, with sophomore Omari
Howard gaining a career-high 85 yards on
just nine carries, while junior ·Edward
Mack gained 56 on seven carries.
"It was nice. It was critical that we run
the football in this game. Last week
(against Auburn) we weren't able to run it
at all, so we made a big issue of it this
week thinking that we could run the football and it worked out pretty well:

. "Spreading people is the key for us.
We're not real big or strong where we can
line people up in a base set with a tight end
and two backs and just pound people, so
we spread them and run the ball. We did a
great job of that tonight."
Even backup quarterback Kelvin
Robinson got into the act, taking over for
Penn in the fourth quarter and carrying
thtee times for 25 yards. Junior Terrance
Williams got the most carries with 12, but
gained only 23 yards, though he did score
on a 1-yard run with 10:52 remaining.
Charles Lee was on the receiving end
of UCF's first seven completions, and
ended up with 100 yards on 10 receptions,
raising his season total to 77 and 1,025
receiving yards.
"Coach Kruz got me in a groove," Lee
said. "He felt that I. could do some things
once I got the ball after the catch so he got
it to me early. I appreciated that. I was trying to make the most of it.
The Golden Knights scored their final
points when Ricot Joseph blocked his single-season record fourth punt, which was
recovered by Thad Ward and ran in for a
score.
"The key is watching the ball and getting off on the point before the snap,"
Joseph said. "You have to get off when
he's squeezing the ball or right before he's
about to snap. If yolJ get off on the snap
you're going to be late, so you have to get
off a little early."
UCF will close its schedule at home
next week against Bowling Green.
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MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL SPOT
- Happy Hour

2 FOR 1DRAUGHTS
2-7 Weekdays

MONDAY
HAPPY HOUR
SPECIALS
2 FOR 1 WELLS
$1.75· HOMEBREWED PINTS

(w/ Valid Student ID)

•

Pitchers
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Saturdays &
Sundays

.

1280 OVIEDO
MARKETPLACE
BOULEVARD.
OVIEDO, FL 32765

All Day &Night
Saturdays

)
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Thank Yoa for supporting Kappa Delta
and Dryel in tlae 1999 Dryel Clotlaing Drive!
*
*
*
*
*
*

* University Grill

* Kelsey's

•

•

*
*
*
*

Athena
Publix
Tanzmania
Applebee's

I Can't Believe It's Yogurt
Out of Hand Burrito Stand
Easy A Notes
University Floral
Knight's Korner
Mr. B's Hairstyling

V2K YourJ
Who: Anycrne
What:

E~moi I your

n smn e

to· ovia 200 r~m.dt~rs

rrnti onwid e

When: Toduy

Our resume distribution service is the
fastest and most economical way to get
your resume into the hands of

employment recruiters natiorrwide.

Bbsfyot1tr.:;;;[.,tf11e: com will

MENTION

electronically blast your resume to over
200 recrutters for just $59 .00 .

Falcons hope to
run ball well
FROM PAGE

36

passes of 68 , 17, and 23 yards .
This year, Bowling Green
is led by tailback Joe Alls, who
has rushed for 511 yards with
three touchdowns, and has
been the catalyst during th~
Falcons two-game win streak.
He rushed for 134 yards
against Central Michigan and
racked up 155 yards last
Saturday versus Ball State.
Godfrey Lewis is the second
leading rusher with 407 yards
and six scores.
"They have a really big
offensive line. They're really
strong and they try to just
shove it down _your throat,"
said UCF defensive tackle Josh
McKibben. "As a defense, we
have to stand up to them and

of Sahm and Schneider.
Gerling leads the team with 46
catches for 656_ yards and five
scores. Redd has 40 receptions
with six touchdowns, and
Alexander has pulled down 33
grabs for 442 yards.
While the BGSU offense
could provide some challenge
for the UCF defense , the
Golden Knights potential bigstrike offense could feast
against the Falcons. BGSU has
allowed 30 or more points in
five games this season, and
they are allowing nearly 370
yards per game and 4.2 yards
per carry on the ground.
When UCF has been most
effective, they have run the ball
well which has, in tum, opened
up the passing game for Penn.
Charles Lee, who will be play-

THIS AO
TO RECEIVE

S·1 0 OFF

Where: 1..aas . 373 ..6382

Visit Our \iVeb Site At:

Why: Ta sun you

www. bl<:isfyoutresurne. com

rnuntless hours and

1-888-873-6382
.

UCF FOOTBALL
6-foot-S offensive guard Mark Kautzman is one of the mammoth linemen
that Bowling Green plans to line up and pound UCF with as the MAC
school hopes to run the ball down the Knights' throats.

GOLDE

Free student parking
Lots "U" and "S"
For ticket information

call:
(407)

823~1000

really go in expecting a battle."
Freshman Andy Sahm and
sophomore Ricky Schneider
share the quarterback duties,
but Sahm has been the one to
play the majority of time the
last two weeks. Despite completing only 14-of-31 the last
two games, Sahm has led them
to a pair of victories. The two
quarterbacks have combined
for over 2,033 yards with 17
touchdowns and 11 interceptions. Sahm, at 6-6 , and just
200 pounds, presents a big target for the UCF pass rush.
"I personally would love
to get back there," said junior
Fred Harley, who has yet to
record a sack this year, after
finishing second on the team in
that category last year. "He's
big and kind of thin, but it may
pose a problem that he's so tall
and can look over a blitz and
hit his receivers."
Three receivers will be the
main focus for the UCF
defense. Kurt Gerling, Robert
Redd, and Aaron Alexander
have been the favorite targets

ing in the final game of his
career, should have a field day
against the BGSU secondary
after catching 10 passes for
100 yards at MTSU last week,
and will need 12 receptions to
break Siaha Burley's singleseason reception mark.
UCF's big play capabilities should allow it to pick
apart the BGU defense as long
as it doesn't turn the ball over.
With the idea of the worst
record in 15 years and taking a
step backward in the progress
of this program, UCF will look
to continue its recent dominance against Mid-America
Conference teams, whom
they've beaten nine of 10 times
since joining I-A, and end the
season on a winning note at
home.
''We're trying to establish
momentum for next season,
where we have 11 games left,
excuse me 12 games left (referring to a bowl berth);' receiver
Kenny Clark said. ··we've got
Bowling Green left and an
opportunity to keep building."

_N_o_ve_m_b_er
__1_1_,_1_99_9__.____~--------------------------1~i---------------------------c-e_n_traI
___
FI_o_n_·da
__F_u_tu_r_e_•_3~2
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Quarterback Vic Penn dropped back to pass on this play against Middle
Tennessee, but he spent plenty of time running by the Blue Raider defense
as well, racking up record-setting rushing yardage for a Golden Knight QB.

Penn drives Knights
past MT in victory
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

When Vic Penn went over
the 100-yard rushing mark
against MT) becoming the first
UCF quarterback ever to do so,
everyor..e in the press box had
the same reaction: 'Daunte didn't do that?'
No, despite all the great
things Daunte Culpepper
accomplished in his four seasons as a starter, rushing for a
net of over 100 yards was not
one of them. His highest output
was 95 yards.
"That shocked me. I didn't
know about that stat until just
now, but it's a great accomplishment for our unit as a
whole, to be able to get a 100yard rusher," Penn said. "It was
a lot of fun to run and make
some big plays with my feet.
It's definitely a gr~at accomplishment."
About the only person who
didn't flinch when asked what
he thought of Penn achieving
something Culpepper never did
was Coach Mike Kruczek.
'·Nothing surprises me
about Vic. He just plays the
game with heart because he
loves to play it. Anything can
happen with him," Kruczek
said. "I think he's surprised
himself with his running ability
because he's never done it. He
did an outstanding job on the
quarterback draw from empty, I
thought he was gonna score on
that first where he tripped and
we only got three points out of
it. I think we ran it one or two
- other times.
"If I can get him to settle
down and hit a lot of those
throws that he's missing he
could have 1,000 yards passing."
Penn ditl miss throws early,
but didn't do much of anything
..

• . •

•

'• - ..

~

wrong after his 61-yard run put
UCF in position to open the
scoring. Not surprisingly it was
that run, not a pass that sparked
the Golden Knight offense.
"We talked about it all
week,~' Penn said. "We knew
we were going to spread them
out and come ou~ with quarterback draws. The defense spread
everyone out and they keep five
in the box. We had confidence
that our o-line would block and
I'd just squirt through there and
get some big yardage."
Penn got plenty of big
yardage, breaking another long
run on the second play of the
fourth quarter, taking off for 47
yards. Throw in a 44-yard pass
to Charles Lee later in the quarter, and Penn's big-play ability
was on display in· all facets
against MT.
"Whatever they want me to
do l' 11 do. If they want me to
run I'll run and if they want me
to throw, I' 11 throw. Like I said,
coming into tonight we saw
some things in their defense
that we felt we could take
advantage of and we did and it
worked great."
Kruczek knew the quarterback draw would be an effective play to, especially because
his five-receiver sets dictated
their coverage. With Penn's
speed, the draw will be an
effective weapon for UCF
against Bowling Green and nest
season.
'Tm not afraid to call it
anymore, but I'm afraid of the
hits. At 180 pounds at this level,
it's not too smart to run him all
the time. We ran the option
down there and he kept it and
scored, which was critical. He
did a good job.
"How often we run it next
year will be dictated on how big
he gets, but I plan to. Yeah, I
plan on using it more."

.... _-.• ·'1>,..·- ."",_........ ,.. • ·• -

Tuesday - Friday
10:00 pm Sunshine Network Live!
Wednesday, November 1 7
6:00 pm UCF Football Review with
7:00 pm

Mike Kruczek
Portland Trail Blazers@
Orlando Magic (LIVE)

..

Thursday,. November 1 8
7:30 pm Pittsburgh Penguins@
Tampa Bay Lightning (LIVE)

Monday, November 22
7 :00 pm Lightning Tonight (LIVE)
7:30 pm Philadelphia Flyers@ Tampa
Bay Lightning (LIVE)

Clicl< on the message board at
www.sunshinenetworl<.com
*Schedule subject to chanqe

..
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FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK
• Moore records first
sack of season
•

Senior defensive tackle Justen Moore
finally got his man on Saturday, sacking
MT quarterback Wes Counts for his first
sack of the season.
Moore led the team with eight sacks in

1998.

~

•

..
•

t

"

,.

"I didn't think I was going to get one
the whole year. I really didn't, especially
the way things were going," Moore said.
"But I got lucky, fosh (McKibben) and
Raheem (Pontiflet) stunted him to me, and
I mad~ the play."
Moore, who wears war paint for every
game, is a favorite of teammates, who were
especially pleased he finally got on the
board.
"I felt it when he finally got his," said
defensive end Fred Harley. "Last year, he
was first and I was second (in sacks) and I
don't have one yet either. It wa: really
good to see him get his."
Just because Moore hasn't been able to
record a sack doesn't mean that he's been a
slouch on the year. The senior leads the
team in pressures and is the school's record
holder in tackles for loss.
"He's really impressive. Especially if
you look at him, considering what he's
been able to accomplish," McKibben said.
"He's like the ninth wonder of the world."

Shorter picks off a pair
Defensive back Elliot Shorter recorded
a pair of interceptions, his first two of the
season, in UCF's big win against MT.
Shorter picked off Counts twice jn the second half.
'Tm not a starter, but when I get my
chances in a game I just try to do my best
of what I can do and what the coaches
, have taught me," Shorter said.
Shorter actually is now tied for the

team lead with Damian Demps, Ricot
Joseph, and Justen Moore, who have each
recorded a pair of interceptions. For
Shorter, he was just doing his job.
"It's a matter of reading the quarterback and being in the right place at the
right time, and I was," Shorter said. "We
tried to come back and do this for the
seniors and come out strong for them. We
didn't want to stay down on ourselves. after
the Auburn loss."

Knights wanted to make
point against newcomer
UCF got a chance to look back in time
when facing the Blue Raiders, a first year
Division I-A squad. The Golden Knights
have come a long way in four years, and ·
wanted to prove what they've learned .
"We had to show up and show how far
we've come," receiver Kenny Clark said.
"They played us tough, we can't take anything away from those guys, because we
were once in their shoes. They have a really good offense and their defense is coming along. They're a tough group."
The Golden Knights knew they had a
lot to lose if they were to get defeated by
MT, which would have left supporters just
how far UCF had come.
"I was thinking about that all the way
up here," Moore said. "I was thinking
about the first time I was in their shoes
with the first few ones in our first I-A year.
We had Bowling Green and some MAC
teams come in and we beat them, and we
didn't want that to happen to us. After that
first scare, we played well and came out
and did what we had to do."
At the beginning, it looked like the
Knights would be in deep trouble, down 70 after MT' s opening drive, while the
, 0ffense generated just ,two first downs in
three drives.
"It was kind of shocking," Moore said.

"The way they came out and scored and
then our offense couldn't come back and
got shut down. When we got back on the
field, we were like, 'we have to stop them
here, we can't let this go any further'. But
it turned around for us."
The Blue Raiders threw the kitchen sink at
the Golden Knights offensively, opening up
in a variety of formations, many of which
resemble what UCF does.
"They're innovative in what they do
too," Kruczek said. "I think sometimes
they have to do those things when you
have a lack of size and people that can
knock people off the ball. I think Andy
(McCollum) and I are very similar in what
we try .to get accomplished offensively,
spread people and throw it."
Ricot Joseph was pleased that UCF
was prepared for everything MT brought to
the table.
"They came out there and the feeling
that we got from them is that they changed
things up and really mixed things well
when they scored on us," Joseph said.
"They did some different things, but our
coaching staff was ready for it."

Howard breaks out
Tailback Omari Howard had arguably
the best game of his UCF career, gaining a
career-high 85 yards ori just nine carries. It
was part of a tremendous Golden Knight
performance on the ground, as the team
gained 320 yards.
"Yeah, we ran the ball well, and as
you saw, I was trying to get myself 100
yards for the game, but I ran out of time,"
Howard said, laughing. "When they give
me a chance I just try to show them what I
can do everytime I mn the ball."
It was a bitt.ersweet performance for
Howard, who did fumble in the fourth
quarter with UCF. drivi11g.
"I don't like laying the ball on the

ground. When you call a guy's number
he's got to hold on to the ball. But I understand that the ball gets hit," Kruczek said.
"Omari did well. I'm glad he went back in
and did a good job once he got back in.
That's the key thing. You have to forget
about the mistakes and go back and get the
job done and he did. I was pleased with
that."
Howard was able to display his running game outside of the tackles, a deviation from the straight-ahead, short yardage
running he's been limited to.
"That's what they recruited me for. I
think they forgot about that though,"
Howard said. ''That's my job, I can move
the ball down the field and am an allaround back. They tried to make me a onedimensional back, but I'm not."

MT's Counts impresses
Knights with play
Quarterback Wes Counts threw for
299 yards against UCF, impressing members of the Golden Knight defense. Justen
Moore was impressed with the sophomore's poise.
"He was slippery," Moore said. 'We
had him wrapped up a couple of times .
back there and he would get out of it. He
was a good quarterback, real mobile and
was real effective, but we got the job done
in the end."
However, Counts' biggest accolades
came courtesy of Kruczek, a quarterback
gum who can be considered an expert on
the position.
"I went up and shook his hand. I think
he's a great quarterback," Kruczek said.
"He's only a sophomore, makes plays, mns
around, and is higWy accurate. He doesn't
seem to get rattled and he has two more
years left and they can build the football
team around this kid. He's not real big, but
he gets the job done."
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Tournament run ended by Tar Heels
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

UCF's women's soccer team
suffered an unfortunate end to a
terrific season, falling 8-0 to
national power North Carolina.
The Golden Knights run
ended in the second round of the
NCAA tournament, travelling to
North Carolina to take on the
No. 3 UNC Tarheels, who have
won 14 of the last 17 national
championships, on November
13. Playing in front of a crowd
of 1,875, the Golden Knights
played the Tarheels evenly for
most of the first half, keeping the
game scoreless until the 33rd
minute when a defensive mix-up
left the net open, and AllAmerican Honorable Mention
Raven McDonald took advan~
tage, putting UN~ up 1-0. The
Tarheels got another goal before
halftime, and then kept scoring
in the· second half, routing the
Golden Knights. UCF is now 016-2 against North Carolina.
"We gave them the first
goal," said Head Coach Amanda
Cromwell, "and that is something you can't do against UNC.
We held up well in the first half;
we just got tired near the end of
the game and [UNC] capitalized
on our meltdown. I don't think
the score is truly an indicator of
the level of how we played."
UCF played marvelous soccer to get to the second round,
winning its 10th straight game
by
defeating
Furman
in
Greenville, SC, 1-0, in first-

round action. The Paladins, who
earned a berth in the tournament
by defeating Davidson 2-1 in
overtime to claim the Southern
Conference
Championship,
entered the game on a roll of
their own- an 11-match winning
streak th~t had vaulted them to
No. 7 in the NSCAA Southeast
Region rankings. UCF, ranked
10th in that poll pulled off the
road upset by breaking through
with what would prove to be the
game winning goal in the 39th
minute.
Junior midfielder Claire
Kohake took a pass from junior
Cally Howell and placed a shot
Paladin
goalkeeper
above
Melissa Bame's head that went
into the top of the goal. That
would be the extent of the scoring in the game, as UCF held off
Furman in the second half to win
1-0.
Sophomore
goalkeeper
Maria Banuls made four saves to earn her ninth shutout of the season.
UCF ( 16-6-1) outshot
Furman (20-3) 11-8, for the
game, and although things didn't
go as well against the Tar Heels,
look at the bright side of its
experience.
"It was really exc1tmg to
come and play UNC," said Cally
Howell. "Now we know what
it's like to play the #2 team in the
nation."
Howell, UCF's fastest player, was unable to get behind the
Tarheel defense. The Golden
Knights, who had enjoyed a
speed advantage over m~ny of

their opponents this season, was
not able to keep up with North
Carolina's team speed.
"As soon as we lost our
defensive mentality, with their
fitness and speed, they just took
over," said senior midfielder
Wendy Wiltsey.
Despite the loss, Coach
Cromwell took away some positives that she will be able to use
next year, when the team returns
eight of its eleven starters.
"The positive out of all of
this is that we are a young team
who now has earned a great
championship experience," said
Cromwell. "I told the girls that
they have nothing to fear anymore because they just faced a
team that was mostly composed
of U.S. National Team members,
and for the most part, they hung
in with them pretty well."
The Golden Knights only
fose four seniors this year,
including ·midfielder Wendy
Wiltsey, defender Margrette
Auffant, midfielder Monica
Holschauer, and midfielder
Alison Thomas. · Next year, they
return Claire Kohake, Howell
and Michelle Anderson, their top
three point scorers, along with
starting
goalkeeper
Maria
Banuls and a host of other key
players. Many of the nine freshmen on this year's team saw
quite a bit of game action this
season, and that experience will
be valuable when their roles on
the team are increased next season.
The Golden Knights' 16

Senior 'Wendy
Wiltsey and
the Golden
Knights saw
their season
end as North
Carolina
surged past
them, 8-0, in
the second
round of the
NCAA
Tournament,
ending a
great season
for a soccer
team led by
first year
coach Amanda
Cromwell.
PHOTO BY

JASON KOKOTOFF

wins were the most ever by a
UCF Women's Soccer team, and
their domination of the TAAC
conference was unprecedented.
They went 10-0-1 in conference
play, outscoring their opponents
32-1 alqng the way. In a year
that was supposed to be a
rebuilding season for the team,
they took a step forward, advanc-·
ing further into the NCAA
Tournament than any team since
the 1988 squad, which reached
··
the quarterfinals.
Head
Coach
Amanda

Cromwell made the school forget about the loss of long time
coach Karen Richter, and even
brought the world's best player,
Michelle Akers, to the UC~ staff.
Crom well said before the
tournament that she hoped a
Cinderella team could do some
damage to the domination of
North Carolina and a select few
that remain at the top each year,
and while the Golden Knights
were unable to do that this year,
they can't be counted out in seasons to come.
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first free Internet hard drive on
Qf'l))l~1
> ~ li !!l"""i\ N~~
the desktop. You'll get the kind
•tJ ISe<\>¢1<f;••
of power you can always use,
Anywhere, anytime access from any Web ready computer.

let's say yo1.i've got a private enterprise (like a term
paper, essay, or resume) and you don't want anybody
ripping off your intellectual property. Relax. X:Drive tiles
are password·protected. Even if you're mooching off your
roommate's computer. Or, let's say you'rn doing a group
project and feel like sharing. Think how much easier it'll
be if everyone on the team has access to the same files,

notes. and timetables. No matter where they are on cam·
pus (or the planet).
More good news. X:Orive gives you 25 megs of
space free (thars about the same as the 17 virus-infected
floppies you won't have to schlep around anymore).
Which brings up another nifty feature. X:Drive has this
cool Skip the Download'M technology. It let's you grab
MP3s, video, and groovy pies from the Web in seconds
while you keep surfing.
So join the Party

at www.xdrive.com.
X:Drive. It's the best
freebie on the Web.
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NEXT Up -

Senior Charles
Lee caught 10
passes, nine
in the first
half, for 100
yards
and is within
striking
distance of
single-season
records for
receptions
and
receiving
yards. Lee is
eighth in the
nation in
receptions per
game, and
11th
in receiving
yards per
contest.

1:00 p.m. Saturday
Florida Citrus Bowl

Falcons fly in for
UCF's season finale
TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

LAST WEEK - W, 39-14

Knights run past Blue
Raiders in 25-point win
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

MURFREESBORO, TN.- On Saturday night,
quarterback Vic Penn recorded a feat that even
Daunte Culpepper never accomplished. Penn, a
junior, rushed for 122 yards, becoming the first
Golden Knight at his position to break the 100-yard
barrier.
His passing wasn't shabby either, as
he tossed for 208 yards and two touchdowns, while rushing for another to lead
UCF past Division I-A newcomer
Middle Tennessee State, 39-14, in front
of 10,751 at Floyd Stadium.
Trailing 7-3 entering the second quarter, the
Golden Knights got into the end zone three times in
the 15-minute period, putting away the Blue
Raiders.
Penn single-handedly kick-started ~ stagnant
UCF offense by darting 61 yards up the middle of
the MT defense to set up a Javier Beorlegui 22-yard

f1eld goal to open the scoring for the Golden
Knights, who managed just two first downs on their
first three drives.
"We dropped some passes to stop drives and
misfired on a couple things," Coach Mike Kruczek
said. "It just took some time to settle down. This
offense can be very explosive at times and they did
a good job. It's a long game. Sixty minutes is a long
time. You can squander a couple, two or
three drives and still score a lot of
' - points."
Tyson Hinshaw made a tremendous 13-yard catch over the middle of the
o
field, flipping over after being undercut as
he caught the ball, to set up his 9-yard TD
reception. Kenny Clark caught an 11-yarder from
Penn four minutes later, and just before halftime, the
fleet-footed quarterback raced in on a designed draw
from five yards out.
"We were able to spread out the offense and

DEFENSE, Page 30

UCF closes its season this
Saturday afternoon against
Bowling Green, and the scenario is much like the one faced
during the 1996 season.
UCF is facing the Falcons
on the third Saturday of
November with a 4-6
record, which is the
identical situation the
Golden Knights were
in when BGSU traveled to Orlando.
While it may not have been
the situation UCF hoped for
when the season began, the
Knights will settle for the same
outcome after beating Bowling
Green, 27-19, to end the 1996
campaign.
But in reality, UCF's main
motivation is just getting out
and playing one last time this
year.
"The schedule is meaningless now. We lost some heartbreaking games but all we're
out here is to have fun and play
football," quarterback Vic Penn
said. "That's what the bottomline is anyway. How many people in the world get to go out
and play football? I think it's
great that God has blessed
everybody in this room with
the ability to play football week
after week."
UCF has faced Bowling
Green twice since joining the
Division I-A ranks. The
Falcons threatened the Golden
Knights season last year before
succumbing to the UCF passing attack as the Golden
Knights won 38-31 on the road.
In hoping to stay perfect
against the· Falcons, UCF is
looking to avoid its worst season since going 4-7 in 19 85
while a member of Division II.

A win would match the winloss records of UCF's first two
seasons in I-A when it posted
consecutive 5-6 marks.
Coming off a solid outing
in a 39-14 victory over Middle
Tennessee State, UCF will look

success.
"We always want to run
the football and we really
stressed it last week," Coach
Mike Kruczek said. ''I think
we're really coming along in
that stage of the game and the
blocking
up
front
has gotten
better."
Last
year
the
Falcons
had a good
game plan
in the first
Coach G. Blackney half
on
how
to
contain the UCF offense by
keeping it off the field. BGSU
ran the ball 42 times and mixed
in a few trick plays, including
an onside kick following a
score to take a surprising 24-14
lead at halftime.
However, UCF's defense
started keying in on the run and
held the Falcons to only 75
total yards in the second half.
UCF's offense then wore down
the defense and used big plays
to squeak out a seven-point victory thanks to touchdowns

FALCONS, Page 31

Golden Knights hope to blow away Hurricanes
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

It's what UCF has been looking
toward since last season's disappointing
89-61 loss to Samford in the TAAC
Tournament final. The Miami Hurricanes
are coming to town.
Miami, ranked No. 24 in the nation,
becomes the first ranked opponent ever to
visit the UCF Arena on Nov. 19, helping
the Golden Knights tip off the season
with a marquee matchup.
The game is the second part of a
home-and-home between the Golden
Knights and 'Canes, with Miami having
won the first meeting down south last season.

That contest was marred by the poor
shooting of both teams, particularly UCF,
which connected on less than 35 percent
of its field goal attempts. Although forward Tim James has been lost to the
NBA's Heat, Miami is still one of the
more athletic teams in the country, with
its defense considered one of the nation's
best. Starting out a season against a team
like this can be very dangerous and potentially harmful to UCF's offensive rhythm.
"That's going to be a tremendous
challenge to do it the first game of the
year (shoot well)," Coach Kirk Speraw
said. "We found out last year how difficult it is to move the ball and deal with
GUARD, Page 27

Point guard
Cory Perry will
get to display
his skills
against one of
the Big
East's best
backcourts,
Vernon
Jennings and
Johnny
Hemsley, when
Miami visits
on Nov. 19 to
open the
regular
season.

